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Awards

A panel of three archivists independent of the journal's Editorial Board presents the
Margaret Cross Norton and New Author awards for articles appearing in a two-year
(four-issue) cycle. The Norton Award was established in 1985 to honor Margaret Cross
Norton, a legendary pioneer in the American archival profession and the first state archi-
vist of Illinois. The award recognizes the author of what is judged to be the best article
in the previous two years of Archival Issues and consists of a certificate and $250. The
New Author award was instituted in 1993 to recognize superior writing by previously
unpublished archivists, and may be awarded to practicing archivists who have not had
article-length writings published in professional journals, or to students in an archival
education program. Up to two awards may be presented in a single cycle.

Margaret Cross Norton Award
The winner of the Margaret Cross Norton Award, given to the author of the best

article published by any author in volumes 27 and 28, was Jeanette Bastian, for "In a
House of Memory: Discovering the Provenance of Place," in volume 28:1 2003-2004.
The committee commended Bastian's article as a fine addition to the literature on social
memory, adding that the piece is "engagingly written and amply documented," and
that she "demonstrates superbly that not only social/cultural historians, but archivists
are eminently capable of seeing their work through a postmodern lens, and benefiting
from that vantage point."
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New Author Award
The committee selected two recipients for the New Author Award, which recog-

nizes superior writing by previously unpublished archivists. Awardees are Mary Beth

Gaudette for "Playing Fair with the Right to Privacy," in volume 28:1 2003-2004, and

Doug Bicknese for "Institutional Repositories and the Institution's Repository: What is

the Role of the University Archives with an Institution's On-line Digital Repository?"

in volume 28:2 2003-2004.
The committee declared that Gaudette's article contributes significantly to the

archival literature, and stated "through the force of its language and ideas [the article]

compels the reader to think about the issues and to develop or refine his/her own strat-

egies for balancing access and privacy rights." Bicknese's article was chosen on the

strength of its thorough examination of a new topic, with the committee noting that
"while many academic archivists are not yet aware of digital repositories, this article

succeeds mightily as a tool for building such awareness."
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I'VE DEACCESSIONED AND LIVED TO
TELL ABOUT IT: CONFESSIONS OF AN

UNREPENTANT REAPPRAISER
BY MARK A. GREENE

ABSTRACT: Reappraisal and deaccessioning are topics that barely register within the

archival profession. They seem to be rarely practiced-or at any rate rarely reported.

Why the silence? This article postulates that our profession's reluctance to confront

reappraisal and deaccessioning is both theoretical and practical, but that on both counts

we have inadvertently weakened our repositories and our professional standing by our

unwillingness and lack of action. Further, the essay will argue not only that reappraisal

and deaccessioning should be as normal a part of standard archives administration as

cataloging and reference, but that they can be. Most surprising, perhaps, this piece will

present evidence that reappraisal and deaccessioning can be as public and transparent

a part of our work as cataloging and reference, without harming the reputation of the

repository-in fact, being open and honest about reappraisal and deaccessioning can

positively help a repository in its relationship with not only resource allocators and

peer institutions, but also with donors and researchers.

Reappraisal and deaccessioning are topics that barely register within the archival

profession in the United States, Canada, and Australia. It is truly, as a colleague of

mine at the University of Wyoming, Mark Shelstad, bemoaned a decade ago, the case

that deaccessioning is "a word never to be uttered aloud" in our profession. And if

rarely uttered, it seems even more rarely practiced-or at any rate rarely reported. A

major appraisal bibliography created by Terry Cook in 2000 contained 315 entries

for articles, manuals, and books; of those, 11 (3.5 percent) were specifically about re-

appraisal and/or deaccessioning.1 As the most recent study of reappraisal and de-

accessioning (a paper by May Chan for the University of British Columbia M.A.S.

program, 2004) notes, "Until archivists examine and address these issues in greater

detail either through archival literature or professional forums, the approach to de-

accessioning will continue to remain ... confusing and inevitably, ineffective in the

management of archival records." 2 Why this silence?
This article postulates that our profession's reluctance to confront reappraisal and

deaccessioning is both theoretical and practical, but that on both counts we have
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inadvertently weakened our repositories and our professional standing by our un-
willingness and lack of action. Further, the essay will argue not only that reappraisal
and deaccessioning should be as normal a part of standard archives administration as
cataloging and reference, but that it can be. Most surprising, perhaps, this piece will
present evidence that reappraisal and deaccessioning can be as public and transparent
a part of our work as cataloging and reference, without harming the reputation of the
repository-in fact, being open and honest about reappraisal and deaccessioning can
positively help a repository in its relationship with not only resource allocators and
peer institutions, but also with donors and researchers.

The author bases what he has to say about reappraisal and deaccessioning on a study
of the appraisal, reappraisal, collection development, and collection management
literature, on 15 years of considering the theory and trying to change the practice
of appraisal, reappraisal, and collection development, and on direct experience re-
appraising and deaccessioning now hundreds of collections and thousands of cubic feet
of material in two institutions. This is not an exaggeration: the specific numbers are
510 collections and just about 5,650 cubic feet through the 2005-2006 fiscal year. In
the 2004-2005 fiscal year alone, my repository, the American Heritage Center (AHC)
at the University of Wyoming, deaccessioned 30 collections totaling 2,027 cubic feet.
None of the implementation presented in this article was assisted by grant funds,3 it
was accomplished by shifting internal priorities and changing work flows. It would
appear there is not a defensible argument that we can't institutionalize reappraisal and
deaccessioning, rather the more significant question is should we.

Some of what appears in this essay is drawn from the articles listed on the bibli-
ography. Some of what is contained herein has been put in print for Provenance, the
Journal of the Society of Georgia Archivists.4 That piece focused largely on how to
institutionalize reappraisal and deaccessioning--the creation of policy and the need to
approach these activities strategically rather than on a case-by-case basis. These issues
are vital, because they are integral to bringing reappraisal and deaccessioning out of
the closet and into the mainstream. But this essay goes beyond the previous article,
particularly in arguing for reappraisal and deaccessioning as more than a necessary
evil. Rather they are distinct benefits to any well-run repository.

Before getting into the meat of the matter, however, this is a topic that requires a
few moments to clarify terminology. First and most importantly, reappraisal and de-
accessioning are not synonyms, though they are sometimes treated as such. Reappraisal
may lead to deaccessioning, but it may not. And deaccessioning will often result from
reappraisal, but may be driven by other forces instead. It is also important to note that
deaccessioning is the decision to remove something from a repository's holdings, and
does not carry with it any further specifics about disposition-a deaccessioned col-
lection can be transferred to another repository, returned to the donor, sold at auction
or on eBay, or destroyed, to name just the most obvious options.

The new Society of American Archivists (SAA) archival glossary, by Richard
Pearce-Moses, makes the distinctions in terminology clear.5

It is also important to note that reappraisal is not the same as weeding. Weeding, as it
is commonly applied in our profession, is the removal of duplicates and "junk" from a
collection, usually during processing. Every repository does it, and we, rightly, do not
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equate it with deaccessioning. For deaccessioning is normally associated with removing

entire collections or record groups from a repository. It can also be applied to decisions

to remove, based on reappraisal, whole series from collections or record groups.

Now that it is clear what reappraisal and deaccessioning mean, an important question

remains: why are we scared of them? One reason is theoretical. Critics have argued that

reappraisal is a necessary evil, necessary only in emergencies when space has literally

run out in a repository. This argument is based on the premise that original appraisal

decisions are more valid than any reconsideration of those decisions, and that without

such a premise archival holdings would fluctuate wildly in a rush to reflect whatever

was the latest historiographic trend or cultural obsession.6

It is thus ironic that Gerry Ham, who issued a famous jeremiad against archivists

becoming "nothing more than a weathervane moved by the changing winds of histori-

ography,' 7 a decade later embraced reappraisal and deaccessioning as a "creative and

sophisticated" act "that will permit holdings to be refined and strengthened. It allows

archivists to replace records of lesser value with collections of more significance, and it

prevents the imposition of imperfect and incomplete decisions of the past on the future."8

Ham puts it in a nutshell-there is no reason to believe that original appraisal decisions

were perfect or complete, and thus no reason not to reevaluate them. His change in

thinking reflects a larger philosophical shift within the archival profession.

To be sure, there is also a fundamental premise underlying this argument in favor of

reappraisal: that appraisal is a subjective decision, based on a given institution's assessment

of material relative to contemporary archival practice, the institution's goals, clientele,

and resources at a given moment in time, and the individual personalities and proclivities

of any given set of staff. Collections in repositories-museums, archives, libraries, and

other cultural institutions are part of an overall mission and set of priorities for the

institution. Over time, missions, priorities, and resources change, if the institution is to

remain strong and relevant. For the same reasons, therefore, the collections may need

to change. Done well, the changes in collections happen gradually, thoughtfully, and

as the American Association of Museums (AAM) has it, "in accordance with standards

and best practices in the field, and with the museum's own code of ethics, collections

planning, and collections policies." 9

There is a second theoretical premise against reappraisal and deaccessioning, and it is

that archives have symbolic importance and that some of the symbolic weight of archives

is carried by their presumed "permanence." But an argument that this importance will

be undermined or destroyed by judicious reappraisal does not logically follow. As we all

should know by now, the concept of permanence is and always has been an illusion. Most

importantly, it is not within our power to make human documentation "permanent" in

a literal sense-whether on paper or in electronic form, the material will degrade and

eventually disappear no matter what heroic measures we employ. Thus our profession's

scholars began some 15 years ago to clarify that we could only accurately talk about
"enduring preservation," rather than providing permanent preservation.10

Beyond reluctance based on theory, two other restraints seem to operate against

widespread application of reappraisal and deaccessioning as standard collection

management tools. One is the fear that, even if theoretically sound, reappraisal and

deaccessioning must be political suicide. If our collection donors or benefactors ever
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caught wind of the fact that we get rid of collections, the reputation of our repository
would collapse. One need only look back at the media flap concerning deaccession-
ing by the New-York Historical Society (N-YHS) in 1994, or the frontal assault by
Nicolson Baker on deaccessioning microfilmed newspapers as recently as 2001, to find
ostensible reason for believing that we should "be afraid, be very afraid" of reappraisal
and deaccessioning.

Let me note three things in regard to this aspect of reappraisal and deaccessioning.
First, N-YHS came under fire in large measure because it flouted a central tenet in
deaccessioning ethics as defined by AAM-proceeds from any sale that results from
deaccessioning can be used only for acquisition or care of collections, not for general
operating expenses. Second, Nicolson Baker, so very wrong on so very many points,
preyed in part, as Richard Cox among others noted, on the very fact that we have not
owned up to the impermanent nature of our collections and the subjective nature of
our decisions. 1 Culture and accountability-are increasingly contested arenas, with
museums, libraries, and archives as central actors. We need to be active and articulate
participants in the contest, including owning up to our messy and difficult decisions,
our frustrating but real resource constraints, and our heretofore hidden or unuttered
activities.

Third, and most important, being open about reappraisal and deaccessioning doesn't
mean automatic controversy and ruin. This is true, and the author is a living testimonial.
In the mid-1990s, while curator of manuscripts at the Minnesota Historical Society
(MHS), he oversaw a reappraisal of six congressional collections, applying new ap-
praisal criteria that reduced those collections by between 60 and 80 percent of their
appraised size. In four cases the donors were deceased, or had given us in their deed
of gift carte blanche to make any decisions we wished about their collections. In the
others, however, we were obliged to contact the donors and seek their permission for
actually applying the reappraisal decisions.

We did that, setting the decisions in the larger context of a formal reanalysis of all
congressional collections. We also noted that our intention in all instances was to create
collections that, because they were smaller, would be more useful to and more used
by researchers. Politicians, by and large, have healthy egos, and it had long been an
assumption not only at MHS but across the congressional papers repositories universe,
that the only safe way to deal with these donors was to do everything they wanted and
to never, ever imply in any way that they or their papers weren't vitally important. But
guess what. Not a single one of them so much as asked a question, much less raised an
objection. All gave us permission to destroy the reappraised material. 12

At AHC, we have gone farther. Appendix A contains a copy of a "From the Director"
column that was part of our newsletter, distributed to every collection donor, every
monetary donor, many researchers, and all our major resource allocators-about four
thousand people. It is about reappraisal and deaccessioning. It says we do it. On a routine
basis. The feedback? Two collection donors sent the author notes commending him
for talking about this and remarking that they had always figured such reassessment
was necessary. Two other collection donors contacted the author very nicely to inquire
whether their collection in particular was going go be reappraised and deaccessioned.
(In one instance he could say no, based on a recent comprehensive analysis of that
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collecting area; in the other instance he could only say he did not know yet, because

we hadn't completed that part of our collection analysis.)

Moreover, while most of the deaccession decisions (about 60 percent) at AHC result

in placement of collections at other repositories, a fair percentage (perhaps 20 percent)

is returned to the donors per deed of gift (or because of the absence of a deed of gift).

In three years and more than two hundred deaccession decisions we have had exactly

one donor who was irate when informed that we had reappraised and deaccessioned his

collection. On the other hand, five of these donors actually went so far as to thank us for

how we handled the whole matter, and three of those went so far as to send us checks

in appreciation! It seems clear that archivists have simply not given our constituents

enough credit, when we presumed that they would be hostile to us in response to any

whiff of reappraisal and deaccession. Rather, there is convincing evidence that such

problems arise when reappraisal and deaccessioning are "uncovered" as if we believed

we were doing something wrong all along.

Archivists are shy about speaking openly about appraisal-much less about reappraisal

and deaccessioning-fearing the wrath of donors and users. In part because there can

be posited theoretical use of any collection or item in a collection, so criticism is nearly

guaranteed. But hypothetical use is only one factor in the equation; others are the very

real constraints of staff, space, and the demands of users. In this situation, archivists and

curators are constantly forced to make difficult decisions. This is something that our

constituents, including donors and resource allocators, can and do understand if we're

willing to own up to it. The archival profession is difficult (and necessary) not because

we are good at saving things, but because we are able and willing to decide what does

not get saved. Of course, we have a responsibility to explain as clearly as possible why

we make the decisions we do, and we have to be willing to accept responsibility for our

professional decisions.
There is no single or simple formula for appraisal or reappraisal. It is a messy, subjec-

tive, context-driven process for which a clear definition in simple words is extraordi-

narily difficult. Our explanations must simultaneously have meaning to the audience

and be true to the complexity of the task. This makes discussion daunting enough, but

it is only within the last five years that archivists in the United States have also begun to

grapple with the related fact that we are not, as we have long liked to imagine, objective

and passive guardians of "the recorded past." Archivists have begun to understand,

accept, and work within the reality that we through our selection, through our de-

scription, and even through our marketing-do as much to create the documentation

of the past as the individuals and organizations that generated the records in the first

place. Appraisal and reappraisal are deliberative acts, so it is inescapable that we shape

the historical record in a deliberate fashion. This has been a daunting proposition for

many of us, both because it places a significant responsibility on our shoulders, but

also because it robs our most important decisions of the illusion of impartiality and

certainty. The difficult, messy, contingent nature of what we do is why the education,

skill, imagination, and experience of archivists and curators are so important.

Rather than fearing open discussion of reappraisal and deaccessioning as an admis-

sion of utter failure in the appraisal, collection development, and possibly space alloca-

tion decisions of the past, we can and should embrace these difficult conversations as
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important to defining the significant, difficult, rigorous, professional, and necessary
work of archivists and curators. We should see this as a way of enhancing rather than
undermining the stature and status of what we do.

And we can begin that process by rejecting the notion that-and no longer behaving
as if-reappraisal and deaccessioning are words never to be uttered aloud. They are
responses to the organic nature of repositories, part and parcel of archival work and
the archival mission. Sadly, the Society of American Archivists has never provided
its members with the same clear rationale for reappraisal and deaccessioning as has
AAM, which states quite nicely, "Deaccessioning is part of a long-term, thoughtful
decision on the part of the museum about how to best fulfill its mission with available
resources.

'13

So if reappraisal and deaccessioning are theoretically sound and politically judicious,
are they also practical collection management tools? How does all this get done? Is it
worth it? Reappraisal and deaccessioning, done properly, require development of formal
policies and procedures, which are generally designed to ensure that such decisions are
not made informally, hastily, or for indefensible reasons (thus underlining the need for
documentation and accountability). We all already have more to do than we can accom-
plish in a day, week, month or year-how do we add reappraisal and deaccessioning
into the mix and not spontaneously combust? It is not easy, but it is possible. Like
so many things, it requires a plan, a re-evaluation of priorities, and a certain leap of
faith-that the changes will result in better work rather than more work.

Reappraisal and deaccessioning make sense as concepts only if set against clear, formal,
and realistic statements of institutional mission, broad collecting policy, and narrower
appraisal standards. This is not the place for an extended discussion of mission statements
and collecting policies-suffice it to say that, basically, one cannot make intelligent deci-
sions about what to deaccession if one is unclear about what to be accessioning in the first
place. For more than 20 years, professional best practice in archives administration has
included creation, dissemination, and implementation of a formal collecting policy for
manuscript repositories.' 4 The only recent survey on the subject, however, found that
barely half of even the most elite special collections repositories in the United States
had formal collection development policies. 5

The processes of defining collecting policies and appraisal standards involves (among
other things) reviewing a repository's current holdings-or substantial subsets of the
holdings-in a systematic way. This in itself is an activity that may seem wholly impracti-
cal, but enough repositories have done it that its practicality should be above question.'6
It is important to remember that collecting policies and appraisal standards-and any
other acquisition or appraisal limits you develop for your repository-will apply to both
appraisal and reappraisal.

At the American Heritage Center, because of our once-notorious past acquisition habits,
we established as a priority in our five-year academic plan an analysis of every one of our
major collecting areas, with the primary goal ofredefining-or in some cases defining for
the first time-what we wanted to collect and why. Each task force was charged with (1)
analyzing the quantity and quality of AHC holdings in its assigned topical areas, and
where necessary breaking that analysis down into more workable subcategories, (2)
determining the location and holdings of other repositories in the United States with
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collections directly related to AHC holdings, (3) analyzing use records for materials in

the major subcategories, and analyzing and prioritizing likely user groups for current

and future collections (including discussion with relevant UW faculty), (4) recommend-

ing a specific collecting policy for each of the subcategories, (5) recommending, based

on that collecting policy, extant collections at AHC for deaccessioning or significant

reduction, and (6) recommending, based on that collecting policy, appraisal guidelines

for retained and yet-to-be-acquired collections.

An institutionally approved reappraisal and deaccession policy in writing is absolutely

required. To prepare for creating a formal deaccession policy, the easiest avenue is to

review the deaccession sections of the ethics statements of the International Council of

Museums, the American Association of Museums, the Association of Art Museum Direc-

tors and the Association of Canadian Archivists, 17 all of whom have directly addressed the

ethics and practice of deaccessioning. There is little reason for archival deaccessioning

policies and procedures to differ significantly from those recommended and employed

by museums. Indeed, the AHC's deaccession policy is drawn largely from the American

Association of Museums, and is reproduced in Appendix B (with some further thoughts

on disposition in Appendix C). It is part of the AHC's larger Collection Management

Policy, which was reviewed and approved by the university's vice president for academic

affairs. Deaccession policies and procedures, especially, need the imprimatur of the high-

est level possible in an institution.
Reappraisal itself, at its simplest, is the application of collecting and appraisal criteria

to material already in the repository. The decision to actually apply the criteria-to do

the reappraisal and thus to reach the stage of actual deaccession-will be based at the

practical level on the "bang for the buck," or basically on whether implementing a re-

appraisal project will produce some sort of "gain" for the institution equal to or greater

than the resources put into it. That "gain" may be monetary (from the sale of deaccessioned

collections); it may be staff time (not spent recataloging or providing reference service

to deaccessioned collections); it may be stack space; it may be clarifying the institution's

mission; it may be (as it partly is for the AHC) restitution for past sins; it may be, too, an

altruistic desire to see collections placed where they will be best curated and most used.

For the AHC, the benefits of reappraisal encompass all of these gains. The threshold for

adequate payback for the AHC, with holdings of 85,000 cubic feet, will probably be larger

than for a repository with holdings of 5,000 feet.

Regardless of repository size or other factors, as a general rule reappraisal and de-

accessioning should not begin at the level of individual collections. Implementing

reappraisal piecemeal, one random collection after another, is highly inefficient if not

downright dangerous. It is inefficient because the internal processes necessary to ac-

complish deaccession can be "batched"-groups of accession files can be checked for

any ownership or other problems that would prevent deaccession, similar series of re-

cords in several collections can be reappraised and removed, etc. It is dangerous because

piecemeal deaccession greatly increases the risk that dramatically different decisions

will be made from one collection or series to another. This not only undermines the goal

of a rational collecting policy but also may damage donor relations if one must explain

grossly inconsistent decisions. While absolute consistency is impossible, a measure of

consistency is necessary.
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To this end, reappraisal should generally be implemented broadly-if not to a repository's
entire holdings, then to significant defined subsets. At MHS we attacked two large subsets
of the manuscripts holdings-twentieth-century congressional collections and twentieth-
century business records (reducing the bulk of the former by 60 percent). At the AHC we
are evaluating the entirety of our holdings over the course of five years. For all intents and
purposes we are dealing with a dozen major topical categories as discreet projects. Once
candidates for reappraisal and deaccessioning are identified, they are roughly ranked and
prioritized, taking into account such issues as size, legal status, and ease in identifying a
repository that might want the collection. At MHS we used volunteers, two interns, and
two professionals to do some of the research and preliminary paperwork. At AHC we have
few volunteers and instead divide the workload among the archivists on our acquisition
committee, with support from our few administrative assistants. Deaccessioning thirty
collections, or two thousand cubic feet, has been sustainable annually, though at such a rate
it will take us, probably, a decade to accomplish all the deaccessioning we need to do.

Strategy and patience can make practical what might otherwise seem impractical, by
spreading work over a reasonable number of years. So can planning. So can focusing
on the benefits, which, while they will not fully accrue for many years, took almost
no time to be visible to our resource allocators. Within the first year of formal collec-
tion analysis and reappraisal, the AHC was able to reverse five years of hinting to the
provost that we would soon run out of space and begin assuring him that space would
not be a problem for the foreseeable future. Though not definitive, it does not seem to
be coincidence that immediately after we stopped asking for more space we suddenly
got something else we had needed for a decade-university resources to improve the
space we already occupied (upgraded security systems, roof repairs, improved handi-
capped access). We improved our standing with our donors and with our peers. We
could resume active collection building in the well-defined areas that emerged from
the collection analysis, and prioritize processing for retained collections. In fact, we
could put energy toward changing our processing practices to work hand-in-glove with
our reappraisal and deaccessioning to drastically shrink our backlog.

Still, if we didn't just wind up asking everyone on our staff to do more or work more hours,
what did we give up in order to accomplish collection analysis, reappraisal, deaccessioning,
etc.? We did not do a formal time-motion study at the AHC, so the answer can only be im-
pressionistic. Some time savings came from cutting back on outreach activities. Some of the
time came from revamping our accessioning and processing work, so that we could catalog
more collections more quickly using less time. Some of the savings came from changing our
acquisition and appraisal approaches. Having a clearer, more tightly focused collecting policy,
we were able to say no to collections sight unseen and to turn down certain types of materials
within collections. This clarity allowed for global rulings, rather than case-by-case decisions.
It also improved staff efficiency by giving everyone a clear sense of purpose, direction and
coherence in all the work we were doing.

But it is not easy. It takes professional confidence and knowledge, time, and intellec-
tual energy. One must be willing to make tough choices about priorities, accepting and
managing risks, project management, and planning. Who needs those headaches? We
all do. These headaches, when applied to appraisal and reappraisal, are why archivists
matter to society and to their institutions. They are necessary to permit us to fully do our
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other tasks of arrangement, description, and preservation. Our backlogs are bloated with

stuff we should not keep; our preservation problems are magnified by brittle or moldy

stuff we should never have taken. This is the dirty job we have said our profession would

do. Let us do it.

Appendix A

From the Director
T his past year has been full of achievement at the AHC. Traditionally we would provide a

summary of the past year's accomplishments in our annual report. However, on the advice of

our Board of Advisors, the AHC has decided to change publication of its annual report from a

calendar year cycle to a fiscal year cycle. This year, therefore, our annual report will be produced in

July for distribution in August. This will bring our annual report into line with most of the other

units at the university, and make it easier, we hope, to align fiscal reporting with other yearly

statistics.
But for internal reporting purposes our department heads continue to provide me with some

calendar year statistics, and at least in this transition period I thought it might be helpful to report

Mark Greene some of them to you here. Specifically, I would like to highlight four significant accomplishments

during the past calendar year, all of which represent down payments on priority goals identified in

our 2004-09 academic plan.
First, as I have been discussing in this column, the AHC has pledged to highly refine its

collecting policies-to be much more selective about what we acquire. Before accepting collections

our archivists look for material that is unlikely to be of use to researchers or students (from utility

bills to commonly available publications-for more information about "Types of Material Col-

lected" by the AHC, see www.uwyo.edu/ahc/about/publications.htm). In 2003 the total collection

material acquired was 669.80 cubic feet-still sizable by archival standards but significantly less

than the previous year.
Second, for decades, up through the 1980s, the AHC-like many U.S. archival repositories-

acquired collections without sufficient resources for arranging, describing, and cataloging (what

archivists call "processing") those collections for use by researchers. In the early 1990s this changed

significantly for the better, though using traditional archival methods progress was slow.

In 2002 we adopted cutting edge methods and brought in a national expert to conduct a

workshop for our faculty and staff. In 2003 these changes resulted in our processing, double the

amount ever processed in a previous year-
2

,115 cubic feet (close to halfa mile ofpaper). Depart-

ment head D.C. Thompson and her department's faculty and staff have done an absolutely terrific

job in implementing this important change and accomplishing such impressive results.

Third, all of this work-acquiring collections, more closely evaluating collections, and process-

ing collections-is a means to an end, the end being to make excellent historical collections

contisued Page 3
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Appendix A - continued

From the Director (con Died fro.,D Page2)

available to researchers. This year we served 7,615 researchersfrom 42 states and 15 nations (includ-
ing India, Israel, Japan, and Nigeria). More than 2000 of those researchers were UW undergraduates,
from departments as varied as Anthropology, English, History, Pharmacy, Religion, and Secondary
Education. These statistics are exciting because they place us ahead of repositories at much larger
and better-financed universities. For example, the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill rare
books and manuscripts unit served "about 5,540" researchers this past year; Ohio State's several
special collections units served researchers from fewer nations, and worked with fewer university
classes.

Department heads Carol Bowers and Anne Marie Lane and their excellent reference faculty
also worked with classes and students from Laramie High School and History Day busloads (junior
high and high school) from Weatland, Riverton, and Elk Mountain, among other places. We are
very proud both of our success in making primary source research welcoming and accessible to
students, and of our international reputation as a research center.

Finally, a word about our public programs. Not everyone interested in history has the time or
inclination to do formal research, and as part of a land grant college the AHC has a responsibility
to extend the reach of its materials beyond its reading rooms and into the community. We support
public lectures and an annual symposium, send our faculty and staff across the state to give presen-
tations to civic and fraternal groups, and make increasing content available on our Web site. But
perhaps ourmost successful outreach tool has been our traveling exhibits (www.uwyo.edu/ahc/
eduoutreach/traveling.htm).

During 2003 our traveling exhibits went to Casper, Thermopolis (two different exhibits),
Story, Evanston, Wright, Gillette, Kemmerer, and Worland in Wyoming-plus Boise, Idaho, and
Moorhead, Minnesota. These exhibits were viewed by (figures provided by the host institution)
36,600people. The exhibits were created over the years by several AHC faculty and staff members;
Bill Hopkins and his staff are responsible for booking and shipping the exhibits, which are free to
recipients except for the charge of return shipping.

These are only some of the significant accomplishments of our faculty and staff during the past
year, for we continue to be involved in important digitization projects, professional leadership, and
academic scholarship, to name just a few other areas. You can learn about some of these other
achievements by visiting our newly redesigned Web site, www.uwyo.edalc. 

- Mark Greene
New Members of the AHC's Board of Advisors

his year, the AHC is proud to announce the induction of two new members to its Board of
i Advisors: Mrs. Sally Biegert of Laramie, WY, and Dr. Pete Simpson of Cody, WY.Originally from Nebraska, Mrs. Biegert has devoted much of her life to making a difference in

her community and abroad. She moved to Laramie in 1993, and has already left a great mark on
the community. She has offered her talents and leadership to several important nonprofit boards
and notable service organizations. She will be one of the distinguished judges for this year's
Wyoming History Day state contest.

Dr. Simpson has enjoyed a distinguished career in academia and politics. He is the former
Vice-President of Advancement at the University of Wyoming (UW). He also served two terms in
the Wyoming House of Representatives and was Republican nominee for governor in 1986.
Today, Pete is the Milward L. Simpson Distinguished Professor in Political Science at the Univer-
sity of Wyoming. - Joseph Hunter
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Appendix B

From "Collection Mangement Policy," American Heritage Center, University of

Wyoming, 2003, http://ahc.uwyo.edu/documents/about/administration/coll/%20mgt%
20policy2003-12-01.doc

Deaccessioning
Cultural institutions' missions and collecting areas change with time, making it

necessary to have in place a mechanism which allows for re-evaluating earlier appraisal

decisions. Such periodic reappraisal of collections is a legitimate and necessary part

of development in archives and manuscript repositories, and allows the identifica-

tion of materials that would not be accepted today or are no longer appropriate to

the institution's mission. An important part of a collections management policy is

deaccessioning. 18

The American Heritage Center may under certain circumstances and under care-

fully controlled conditions deaccession collections from its holdings. By adhering to

the principles below, the Center will more efficiently fulfill its mission to preserve

and make available its resources to UW students and faculty, visiting scholars, and

the general public who wish to use the Center's collections.

Deaccessioning is considered only for material that meets one or more of the fol-

lowing conditions:
1) it is no longer relevant and useful to the mission of the AHC

2) it cannot be properly stored, preserved, or used

3) it no longer retains its physical integrity, identity, or authenticity

4) it is unnecessarily duplicated in the collections

5) it is part of a larger collection other portions of which are owned by another

repository that makes its holdings accessible to the public

In addition, deaccessioning can occur only when the item is clearly owned by the

AHC. This includes ownership by provision of Wyoming Statute 34-23-101 as it relates

to undocumented material.
The AHC always considers the donor's intent in the deaccessioning process. Express

or specific restrictions relating to AHC custody accompanying the original donation are

followed unless adherence to such restrictions is no longer possible or would be detri-

mental to the collections or the repository. When the acquisition includes a restrictive

statement regarding custody, the AHC will consult the donor or donor's heirs before

proceeding to deaccession. If necessary, however, the AHC may seek relief from such

restrictions through legal action.

Deaccessioning Procedures
When the conditions for deaccessioning have been met, any AHC faculty or staff

may recommend deaccessioning to the Acquisitions Committee. The Acquisitions

Committee will make a recommendation regarding deaccessioning to the director. In

some special cases the director will ask the Board of Faculty Advisors for their advice,

but the final decision will be made by the director.
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Appendix B - continued

The basis upon which the Acquisition Committee makes its recommendation will
be recorded in the committee minutes, a copy of which will be placed in the relevant
accession and donor files. A formal document, indicating that all necessary record-
keeping has been accomplished, and signed by the director, will further document the
decision and process. Documentation of the disposition of deaccessioned materials is
also maintained as part of the AHC's permanent records.

Disposition of Deaccessioned Material
The decision about method of disposition is separate from the decision to deaccession.

That is, material will not be deaccessioned for the purpose of a specific disposition.
As a first principle, the AHC endeavors to ensure continued scholarly and public

access to the deaccessioned material, though this is only true regarding original mate-
rial in sound condition. In practice, material to be deaccessioned may be transferred to
other repositories, returned to the donor, offered for public sale, or destroyed. Destruc-
tion is entirely appropriate for deaccessioned collections that are duplicated in another
repository, physically unstable, illegible, or simply too fragmentary or insignificant to
be of use to another repository. Appropriate staff and the director will determine the
method of disposition jointly. Disposition of material with substantial research value
will be governed by the following considerations:

a. Material will be offered to other University of Wyoming units, particularly the
UW Libraries, if the material falls within the content and material types collected
by that unit.

b. Material will be returned to the donor (or heirs) only if the deed of gift requires
this.

c. With the possible exception of instances where the deaccessioned material has
significant monetary value, a good faith attempt will be made by AHC faculty/
staff to identify a repository to which the material can be donated. The repository
must be accessible to scholars and the public, with an interest in the material and
the resources necessary to catalog, store, and make the material accessible.

d. In instances where deaccessioned material has (or likely has) significant monetary
value, good faith consideration will be given to offering it for sale at a discount
to an appropriate repository, so that the material may remain accessible to re-
searchers.

e. Unless offered at a discount to a repository, sales of deaccessioned material will
be by public auction or through a process of sealed bids.

f. All proceeds from the sale of deaccessioned material will be used solely for the
acquisition or direct care of the AHC's collections.

g. Materials will not be given or sold to UW employees or trustees, or their im-
mediate families.

Vol. 30, No. 1, 2006
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Appendix C

Informal Notes about Disposition of Deaccessioned Material

A written policy will specify what forms of disposition are acceptable once a collection

has been deaccessioned. My advice is that material should be returned to the donor only if

the deed of gift says it needs to be. Destruction is entirely appropriate for deaccessioned

collections that are duplicated in another repository, physically unstable, illegible, or

simply too fragmentary or insignificant to be of use to another repository. Transferring

deaccessioned collections to another repository can be time consuming but reflects, I

think, the best character of the archival enterprise. Transferring collections will minimize

wasteful competition among repositories and the fragmentation of material related to

a particular topic or place, and is more likely to result in integrated and inter-related

holdings of maximum value to students, scholars, and other researchers. We as a pro-

fession generally pride ourselves on preserving material so that it can be made accessible

to the widest possible audience. Selling items, on the other hand, usually consigns them

to private hands and relative inaccessibility.
Still, it is hard for a resource-poor repository to give away a small set of Lincoln letters,

for example, when the 100s of thousands of dollars they might bring at auction would

increase the repository's acquisition budget by a factor often (or more). NB, the museum

community has established as a baseline for ethical sale of deaccessioned holdings that

proceeds be used onlyfor the direct acquisition or care of other collection material, and

not for general operating expenses. There are some possibilities for "middle ground"

when it comes to monetarily valuable but historically important collections once they've

been deaccessioned. One is to have the material appraised and then try to negotiate a

direct sale to an appropriate repository, even if for less than the items might fetch at open

auction. Some repositories, unlike mine and most of yours, have substantial acquisition

budgets or "angels" who will assist with important purchases. A similar approach is to

have an auction house handle the sale, but establish specific provisions to tilt the playing

field in the direction of repositories as buyers rather than individuals. One state historical

society did this when it permitted other in-state repositories to preempt any final auction

bid within 14 days, at a 3-10% discount, plus the ability to pay in installments (posting

to the Archives and Archivists listserv, Fri, 2 Dec 1994 09:28:49: Subject: New-York

Historical Society Sale of Deaccessioned Collections).

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mark Greene has been the director of the American Heritage

Center, University of Wyoming, since August of 2002. This Center serves as UW's

archives, manuscript repository, and rare book library. Greene began his career as

archivist of Carleton College, followed by 11 years as the curator of manuscripts at

the Minnesota Historical Society, and a subsequent tenure as head of research center

programs for The Henry Ford Museum in Dearborn, Michigan. He has published more

than a dozen articles on archival matters in the United States, Canada, Sweden, Spain,

and the United Kingdom. He is a national workshop instructor in the archival field

and has served as editor of Archival Issues. He is a leader in the Society of American

Archivists, where he has served on the governing council and chaired the manuscripts
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repositories section, the congressional papers roundtable, and the committee on archival
education and professional development. In 2002 he was named an SAA Fellow, and
he is serving a one-year term as SAA president during 2007-08.
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ESTABLISHING A UNIVERSITY RECORDS
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FROM THE

INSIDE OUT

BY JOANNE KACZMAREK

ABSTRACT: Records management and archives have shared common ground

throughout history. Records-related concepts like authenticity and provenance have

gained considerable attention in recent times, particularly since the dialog has ex-

panded to include electronic records and digital preservation.' Regardless of renewed

interests in these age-old issues, records management in higher education is often

poorly funded and not a high priority. During a climate of budget cuts, the Archives

of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign reframed its approach to records

management by launching an initiative using an "inside-out" approach, emphasizing

information needs rather than mandates, and embedding information professionals

inside departments and units. This article explains how this approach gained traction

through early projects with the campus power plant and facilities departments, how

these projects created momentum for other projects, and how they garnered support

for records and information management in a more formalized and financially sound

way. Concluding remarks include an overview of the elements that made the projects

successful, and describe current efforts to extend the program to a university-wide,

permanently funded entity.

Background

By some measure, records management is as old as civilization itself. Luciana Du-

ranti, in her two-part history of records management, takes the reader on an abbrevi-

ated journey back to 4000 BC to a place where," ... remembrancers and interpreters

had the fundamental function of modern records managers of preserving information

about actions and transactions for the interests of their creators and the functioning

and development of their society.' 2 Throughout history, record-keeping activities have

been intertwined with activities that may more closely look like those performed by

an archivist. In modern times, records management maintains a relationship to the

archives profession across all sectors of society. This relationship can be seen even
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within the business world, where one may think to find little interest in archives.3 The
responsibilities of the records managers and archivists and the confusion over their
roles is described by William Beneden. In his seminal book, Records Management,
Beneden writes, "Where no specific purpose is announced for a company history, it
is still incumbent upon the records manager to provide for the retention of records
which may have value."4 Beneden further encourages us to consider the overlap of the
records manager and the archivist, "I, for one, have always been concerned about the
split in concept, theory and understanding between archivists and records managers.
I believe they are one."5

In the last decade, as the challenges of electronic records have come front and center,
the records and information management literature has done well to continue to em-
phasize the interrelated roles of archivist and records manager, despite their sometimes
competing frameworks. In Closing an Era. Historical Perspectives on Modern Archives
and Records Management, Richard Cox provides a thorough review of the history of
both professions. 6 As Cox brings to our attention the complexities of the electronic
environment, questions immediately arise:" ... [S]hould everything be printed out on
paper or maintained in electronic form? ... [H]ow do we account for rapidly changing
hardware and software?" 7 These questions have renewed the call to reframe the roles
and responsibilities of archivists and records managers and how they engage in the
management of our institutions' information resources.8

Margaret Hedstrom points out that emerging models for electronic record-keeping
systems include both archival and records management roles at the conceptual phase of
the records life cycle.' The topics of authenticity, provenance, and long-term preserva-
tion and access have spurred on many national and international research initiatives. 10
These initiatives have focused attention on the creator of the record, suggesting archi-
vists and records managers must be involved early in the life cycle process to ensure
proper care of records of enduring value. While archivists and records managers debate
such details as the philosophical and practical differences between the continuum model
and the records life cycle model," engagement with the records creators has yet to be
realized in a significant way.

It is hard to dispute that a necessary component of a good records management
program is strong support from upper management. 12 This is equally true in business,
government, and higher education. William Saffady suggests support is demonstrated
by the development and dissemination of policy statements.' 3 But true support beyond
an occasional cursory public statement seems difficult to gain in the academic environ-
ment. Without a good records management program, an institution creates unneeded
risk for itself when it carries out inconsistent oversight of records creation, storage,
and dissemination. The absence of a good records management program also bears
on the quality and integrity of the institutional archives.

Even in the presence of legal mandates, institutional policies, actual or threatened
litigation, and frequent news stories involving improper destruction or unauthorized
release of records,' 4 minimal support for records management continues to be the norm
in colleges and universities. Several surveys of college and university archivists have
been undertaken to document how and where records management activities occur
within the institutional structure. In her summary of these surveys, Nancy Kunde calls
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on records professionals to be "... attuned to their own institutions to know what might

make the most effective case for their records programs."15

In an attempt to address a long-standing need to develop a records management

program at the University of Illinois, the Archives has taken an approach of reframing

records and information management toward a needs-based rather than a mandate-

based perspective. As a state university, all campus departments are subject to the

State Records Act of Illinois. 6 Any reframing of the approach to records management

cannot lose sight of these mandates. Nonetheless, by focusing first on the information

management needs of departments rather than on the state and institutional mandates,

the Archives has been able to gain more continuing support from all levels of adminis-

tration. This in turn makes records management efforts more effective and sustainable.

Perhaps more importantly, the success of any approach to records management will

help secure the documentary evidence necessary for a healthy archives program.

Records Management from the Inside Out

The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has never had a true records man-

agement program. Since the inception of the University Archives, in the absence of

a records management program, efforts have focused solely on records-disposition

activities. Understandably, this has hindered the Archives' ability to secure university

records of enduring value. This hindrance has been magnified by the records manage-

ment issues introduced by electronic records.

In 2003, in an attempt to build a much-needed records management infrastructure,

the Archives launched an initiative informally called Strategic Information Manage-

ment Services (SIMS). This initiative was designed to invoke a supportive climate for

records management. The SIMS initiative focuses first on immediate departmental

information needs and only after that on meeting records management mandates. The

belief is that this approach will help the Archives obtain better university-wide involve-

ment and compliance with the records management obligations. And this, in turn, will

give the Archives a better opportunity to secure records of enduring value.

SIMS seeks project-based funding that supports hiring project specialists who are

embedded within departments but still report to the Archives. In a sense, SIMS ap-

proaches records management from the inside out, not just top-down or bottom-up. It

is true that the program works both from the top and the bottom, initiating conversa-

tions with staff to identify their immediate perceived needs, and gaining support from

management to fund initiatives on a project-by-project basis. But operationally, the

program works from the inside, embedding project staff to work alongside departmen-

tal staff while still reporting to the Archives. The primary aim is to identify the most

pressing information needs of the department and propose a solution to meet those

needs, regardless of how well meeting those needs initially helps to address the legal

mandates of record keeping. Engaging university departments in projects focused on

their immediate information needs will eventually result in better records and infor-

mation management. This improvement occurs by developing more of a partnership
relationship between the records creators and the University Archives, encouraging
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them to work together toward compliance and records disposition or transfer. While
it is true that garnering support from the administrators of these units is essential,
having archival representatives working closely alongside departmental staff is a key
component to the success of the SIMS initiative.

Good records and information management by default must have a strategic com-
ponent to it.17 Calling the services offered through SIMS "strategic," and focusing on
the word "information" rather than "records," are mainly attempts to shift perceptions
beyond the hackneyed regulatory view of records management often conjured up by
the RM and RIM acronyms.

The SIMS initiative emerged from a convergence of factors: (1) a long-standing lack
of support for a regularized records management program, (2) the recent creation of an
archivist for electronic records position in an attempt to address the complexities and
quagmires of such materials, and (3) an opportunity for funding a project to address an
immediate information need at Abbott, the campus power plant. Early success of the
power plant project opened an opportunity for a simultaneous project with the campus
Facilities and Services division, which oversees management of many aspects of the
physical environment of the university.

As previously noted, the Archives does not yet have a recognized records manage-
ment program. It also does not promulgate general records schedules, and relies on
one-fifth of the time of one full-time employee to oversee the process of securing
approved Records Disposal Authorizations (RDAs) for any department or unit that
has an inclination to destroy records and remembers to call the Archives. The RDA
approval process is exhaustive, inefficient, and has limited capacity to be responsive
and proactive, thereby leaving vast numbers of departmental records of potentially
enduring value outside the purview of the Archives.

In 2002, the University established a new position, archivist for electronic records,
in part as a response to the increasing rate of institutional records produced in digital
or electronic format. Among other things, the archivist for electronic records was
expected to investigate issues related to university records with the deployment of
an enterprise-wide system using the Banner SCT software 8 that promised to provide
integrated information systems for personnel, student, and financial affairs. Early
discussions with persons involved in this initiative highlighted the enormity and impos-
sibility of the task of addressing electronic records management during deployment of
the system. Backtracking was not an option, as it would have required redesigning the
system to include records management components when these had originally been
left out of the scope of the project. This led the Archives to focus instead on projects
that would build sustainable support for a records management program through which
electronic records concerns could then be addressed. The Archives decided to approach
the matter by focusing on specific and carefully scoped projects that addressed im-
mediate information needs of departmental staff rather than focusing on regulatory
compliance of the institution.

Through informal conversations between the Archives and the campus power plant
manager, the Archives learned that daily operational needs of information for the staff
were not being met. The regulatory nature of power plant operations made a compel-
ling argument for the development and maintenance of good information-management
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practices. If such practices could be put in place by the Archives staff, with minimal

effort on the part of the power plant staff and with minimal impact on daily operations,

the SIMS initiative would be successfully launched.

Abbott Power Plant Project

In June 2003, the Archives undertook the first year of a projected three-year project

with Abbott, the campus power plant. Abbott was built as a coal-burning facility in

1939 and was upgraded in the late 1960s to accommodate the use of fuel oil, but the

plant went through numerous other retrofits, reconversions, modifications, and repairs

over the years. More than 160 campus buildings are heated and cooled by Abbott,

which also produces about one third of the campus's electrical demand. The growing

energy needs of the campus, coupled with regularly shifting energy costs and tighter

state budgets provide an ongoing challenge for the power plant. The staff oversees

regular maintenance, emergency repairs, and additions to the plant's energy produc-

ing capabilities, all without interruption to daily operations. Easy and timely access to

accurate information resources and the ability to produce appropriate documentation

on demand to assure compliance with state and federal regulations are essential for

its operation.
The Archives proposed the Abbott project in response to an interest expressed by

the plant manager to standardize information resources necessary for efficient and

safe operations. Finding appropriate or essential information had often become dif-

ficult and inefficient, requiring plant operators and engineers to make best guesses

as to where any particular resource could be found. These inefficiencies were in part

a result of the compounding effects of staffing shortages, coupled with the lack of a

clear filing system. This inattention to information and records management created

operational challenges. Through a series of meetings and visits to the power plant,

the Archives staff established a brief scope-of-work statement with enough detail to

convey the need for long-term support. The project scope included an inventory of

paper and electronic records and documents, the creation and approval of an RDA, and

the development of a master equipment list and a list linking daily operations tasks to

mandated maintenance schedules and inspections.

Once the Archives received final approval of the first-year project plan and budget,

it hired a full-time person to oversee the project. It is no understatement to note that

the nature of the person chosen for this position would be a key element in the project's

success. Prior to hiring the project specialist, the Archives assessed what skill set the

successful candidate would need to execute the project plan. The successful candidate

would need the knowledge base and an understanding of information systems that

generally comes with an MLS degree. Because the power plant is a dirty, noisy envi-

ronment, often with maintenance or construction projects underway, he or she would

also need to have a high degree of tolerance for an unconventional office environment,

a pleasant disposition, an ability to develop a collaborative work environment, and

be comfortable working both with blue collar workers as well as administrators. The

candidate would be expected to execute a complex and extensive inventory of records,
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establish a technical reference library, and set up information management processes
based on work flow and the daily information needs of plant engineers and operators
more attuned to the operation of coal bins, boilers, steam turbines, and scrubbers than
indexing systems and disposition schedules.

Abbott Project Plan Specifics
The project proposal was brief and somewhat informal. The proposal explained that

the work was substantial and would likely require three years to complete. Funding
was requested only for the first year, with funding for the subsequent years contingent
on success of the first. Funds supported the salary of the full-time project specialist,
plus 20 percent. The 20 percent was used to cover unforeseen miscellaneous expenses,
professional development, and compensation for administrative time spent overseeing
the project. Compensation for the Archives' administrative time was spent to support
various processing projects within the Archives. While it was clear the project would
require more than one year for noticeable success, not insisting on the full three-year
funding commitment up-front made approving the project easier and worked better
with the power plant's budget planning.

The Abbott project was multifaceted and complex. It involved executing a comprehen-
sive inventory of all records, drawings, and documentation located in the plant manager
and engineers' offices, developing an RDA and securing approval for it from the State
of Illinois State Records Commission, 19 creating a Web portal for disseminating infor-
mation to plant operators, compiling an on-line master inventory of electronic records
and documents, training staff in using the information systems, and coordinating the
scanning and indexing of thousands of plant and equipment drawings and manuals. For
the duration of the project, the plan proposed to support the information needs of daily
operations, such as locating specific drawings for technicians tasked with equipment
repairs, as well as tending to specific records management needs. Daily operational
information needs resulting from an unscheduled event, such as a boiler breakdown,
were categorized as "unexpected," and regularly scheduled events, like a maintenance
task related to the ash handling system, were labeled "expected." To provide support
for these information needs, the project specialist had to become familiar with the
basic operations and business functions of the plant at a level of intensity significantly
greater than the usual external involvement of the Archives in office operations. An
analysis and documentation of the plant's work processes provided some background
for this purpose and helped identify, as part of the overall inventory of activities, where
records were being created and maintained.

Once the inventory was nearly completed, materials were gathered and organized to
become the core elements of a technical library. The project specialist provided on-line
access to scanned drawings and manuals through the power plant Web portal. Another
key outcome of the project was the creation of a records management plan that included
an approved RDA. After year one, the Abbott project demonstrated enough success to
garner sufficient support for funding the second and third years.
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Facilities and Services Project

Based on the success of the first year of the Abbott project, the Archives negotiated a

related one-year project for the campus Facilities and Services department (F&S), again

with the option to approve continued support for a second year. This project focused

more specifically on several large records-inventory projects, one of which was the

inventory of planning documents for all campus buildings, which included as-built

architectural drawings, specifications, and project manuals. The project also included

an assessment of how information needs are expressed and subsequently met by various

department staff, and it provided some support for daily information needs.

Facilities and Services is an umbrella department for the university. Within the time

period of these projects, F&S underwent several mergers that resulted in increased

oversight responsibilities for multiple campuswide services. The full scope of F&S now

combines the functions of capital planning and construction as well as maintenance

and space use of buildings, the operations of the campus stores, parking, printing and

photocopying services, and safety compliance. The inventory component of this project

focused solely on materials related to the construction, planning, and maintenance

divisions of F&S.
Funding for both years of the project was in line with that of the Abbott project,

including sufficient funds for one full-time project specialist, plus 20 percent. F&S

underwrote the first year of the project, in part because of the positive feedback about

the information management systems set up for the Abbott Power Plant. Abbott

traditionally relies on many of the F&S support services, such as oversight of plant

construction projects, information technology support for desktop computing, and

the management of power plant, utility, and construction documents and drawings.

Ties between Abbott and F&S made the benefits of the power plant project evident to

F&S management.
The Archives sought a full-time project specialist for the F&S project but was unable

to hire one within the time frame required for the work. Instead, the first year of the proj-

ect relied on several half-time project specialists augmented with student help. While

these circumstances were not ideal, the project was still successful and able to benefit

from coordination with the ongoing project at Abbott. Having two projects underway

simultaneously with two campus units that worked closely together was a benefit to

the Archives' administration of the projects as well as to the projects themselves. For

instance, the file-naming conventions and access mechanisms for electronic images of

architectural drawings developed for Abbott could be applied to the F&S project.

F&S Project Plan Specifics
The Facilities and Services project also started with an informal proposal docu-

ment. The focus of the work was on a large detailed inventory of the campus planning

department's construction drawings, specifications, operations and maintenance

manuals, and building project manuals. When F&S extended the project for a second

year, activities expanded to include assisting with negotiating naming conventions for

electronic files; developing an on-line search tool for the inventoried materials; assist-
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ing with requests for information; continuing the inventory projects; and supporting
project documentation logging practices.

It is important to note that the project plan was written explicitly to make clear that
the project was only a subset of what would be needed for a comprehensive document
and information management plan similar to that of Abbott Power Plant. Due to the
extensive breadth and complexity of the F&S department, the Archives wanted to avoid
accidental expansion of the original project scope. By expressly stating that the work
was only a subset of a much larger project, the Archives helped point out the need for
an entire systematic approach for good records and information management. Making
this distinction explicit helped win support for the creation of a full-time records and
information management specialist position at the end of the second year of the F&S
project. While that position resides under the administration and budget of F&S rather
than the Archives, it is a great advantage to the Archives to have a contact at F&S who
has a full-time focus on records and information management.

Recap and Observations

The Strategic Information Management Services initiative was launched during
one of the most fiscally restrictive periods in the university's recent history, includ-
ing consecutive budget cuts and a university-wide freeze on hiring. Early success of
the program has earned it continued project-based support for five consecutive years.
Institutional funding is now being secured to create the infrastructure for a permanent
program. However, even as a permanent program, the expectation is that these services
will continue to seek project funding to support specific immediate departmental needs.
The Archives believes this approach will improve the likelihood that university and
state records mandates can be met as records scheduling and disposition approval is
worked into funded project activities.

Success in building a records and information management program depends on
several factors. Understandably, a key factor is having the right personnel. Staff with
equally well-developed people and information skills is absolutely essential, but or-
ganizational skills and an ability to be self-directed are also needed. The background
provided by an MLS degree or equivalent experience, an outgoing, extroverted
personality, and an interest in helping others are also very important. Embedding a
project specialist in a unit or department, or requiring him or her to work closely with
unit staff is also an important ingredient for success. It is worth noting that establish-
ing support for these projects began through informal channels, and by focusing on
the perceived needs of the staff. The informalities of early discussions and E-mail
exchanges helped to establish support from management, both in principle and for
the necessary funding.

The successful Abbott Power Plant and F&S projects indicate that good records and
information management is of value to institutions of higher education. Both projects
resulted in the creation of positions to provide ongoing support for the systems and
activities set up by the project specialists. F&S created a full-time records and informa-
tion management specialist position, and Abbott established a quarter-time position to
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sustain the systems set up for the power plant. These outcomes demonstrate how the

shift by records managers to emphasizing immediate needs created a shift in perception

about the value of information management. This in turn resulted in a shift in business

organization and operations, culminating in the creation of new positions.

The Abbott and F&S projects have also led the way to propose and receive nearly

$2,000 to complete a records inventory and subsequent RDA for the College of Busi-

ness. This was the first time the Archives received financial support to create a records

schedule for an entire college. In turn, the RDA for the College of Business marks a

beginning step toward formulating general schedules for the University. Tangent to

this collegewide RDA, the Archives was able to demonstrate a financial savings of

over $26,000 to the College of Business by offering convenient, accessible storage for

graduate admissions files that were on the brink of being scanned for access purposes.

Since access is needed only infrequently (one or two files pulled from a total of about

two thousand files every two or three months), the Archives recommended instead

that the records be reboxed, indexed, and securely stored in the Library's remote stor-

age facility. The cost to the College of Business to prepare these records was $839

for approximately 120 cubic feet. It took one month and several part-time persons to

complete preparation of the records. Currently there are no storage costs charged to the

college for these records, but the Library expects to charge a competitive fee for this

service in the future. Such simple projects demonstrate how the Library and Archives

can support the general operations of the campus as well as its research, teaching, and

scholarship. This in turn may build broader continuing support for the Library and

Archives over time.
All of these information management projects have helped the Archives gain ap-

proval and funding for a three-part proposal to work with the Office of Business and

Financial Services (OBFS), a central administration unit of the University of Illinois.

The OBFS is responsible for coordinating business and financial transactions across all

three campuses. This work started with funding for a two-year records survey project.

The expected project outcome is an approved RDA that should facilitate the scheduling

of business records management throughout the University. Once that is completed, the

second phase of this project will develop a process for keeping the RDA up-to-date.

The third phase is designed to work closely with University Archives to promulgate

best practices for information and records management across all three campuses and

central administration units. The cumulative outcomes of all these projects provide the

underpinnings of what we hope will become a fully supported records and information

management program.

Conclusion

The records management and archives professions share a long and intertwined re-

lationship. Working in concert, professionals in these fields help render a trustworthy

historical record for institutions and society. In light of the complexities of electronic

records, there must be a renewed focus on the interdependency and relationships be-

tween the two professions. Both groups express concerns over managing attributes,
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such as authenticity and provenance, ascribed to records. These concerns, among
others, have brought attention to the records-creation process itself and the need for
information professionals to engage directly with the records creators early in the
records' life cycle. But such engagement remains difficult.

Records management issues are present in colleges and universities just as they
are in businesses and governments. At the same time, records management programs
continue to lack strong or consistent support in higher education. This lack of sup-
port may be due in part to the academic priorities of institutions of higher education.
Refocusing the institution's records and information management services on meeting
the information needs of departments, rather than focusing on state and local records
management mandates, can help earn support that might otherwise be lost by the big
stick approach. This kind of focus can also create an opportunity for the Archives to
become engaged directly with the records creators, thereby resulting in a better likeli-
hood of good records management and compliance with regulatory mandates. Direct
engagement with records creators is also seen as a necessary component for good
stewardship of permanently valuable content that should flow to the Archives.

If records and information management services have not yet been formally estab-
lished, gaining support for these services can be encouraged by developing a strategy
that looks at records management from the inside out, situating project staff directly
in the unit rather than working from the outside and relying solely on external man-
dates. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Archives used this approach by
responding to the needs of the staff at the campus power plant, getting their records in
order and making them more easily accessible. From the power plant project, opportu-
nities for other projects have arisen, building momentum and a campus constituency.
Permanent funding for a records management program is now in sight.

Perhaps it's time to stop wielding the weight of state mandates and university rules,
and focus instead on immediate departmental information-management needs. By do-
ing this, our records management programs may have a renewed opportunity to gain
momentum. These programs can then better support our archival programs, ensuring
good stewardship of our institutional history.
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REAPPRAISING AND REACCESSIONING
WISCONSIN STATE GOVERNMENT

RECORDS: AN AGENCY-WIDE APPROACH

BY HELMUT M. KNIES

ABSTRACT: This paper reviews a four-year reappraisal and reaccessioning project

undertaken in the late 1990s at the Wisconsin Historical Society with state govern-

ment records. After describing how the state archives collections developed in scope

and size over the half century since the formation of the Wisconsin State Archives in

1947, this article details the various means employed to achieve greater intellectual

and physical control over the records and the acquisition methodologies that lay behind

them. Finally, the paper offers some conclusions about the relative success of the project

and cautions about the inherent difficulties associated with archival undertakings of

this breadth.

The title of this paper refers to a major archival project that was conceived of 11

years ago and which had an active life of four years before ending in the year 2000.

Viewed in hindsight, some seven years after its conclusion, it is ever more clear that

the Wisconsin Historical Society's 1996 2000 Public Records Reappraisal Project

was created for a purpose that was breathtaking in its scope. As conceived, the idea

was to take four archivists, give them adequate supplies and support staff, and direct

them to reduce, through means of reappraisal and subsequent reaccessioning or de-

accessioning, the archives' holdings of Wisconsin state government records by a figure

of 40 percent. Since the total holdings of state government records in 1995 were about

41,000 cubic feet of paper records, such a reduction would have meant eliminating

about 16,000 cubic feet.
Given the size of that number, and the fact that the second half of the title of this

article is "An Agency-Wide Approach," the reader might have the impression that the

project had adopted a strategy of deaccessioning, based on reappraisal, entire groups

of records from individual state agencies. That was not the case, although there were

days when the project staff wished that certain state bureaucracies had never been cre-

ated. In fact, the overall strategy that was adopted is best described by the dual terms

mentioned in the first half of the title-reappraisal and reaccessioning. Although it

was not clear at the project's beginning in the spring of 1996, the project team came

to be engaged in a massive reaccessioning, even reprocessing, effort.
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Over the course of four years, the archivists plowed through 22,700 cubic feet of
state government records and deaccessioned 12,536 cubic feet. At the same time, they
reaccessioned a total of 4,532 cubic feet and 2,554 reels of microfilm as well as smaller
quantities of photographs, audio, and moving images. The difference between the
deaccessioning and reaccessioning totals reflects those records series that were left
largely untouched after reappraisal (about 5,700 cubic feet). As is immediately clear
to the reader, the first number (22,700 cubic feet) means that the project managed to
evaluate only about half of the total state government record holdings in the archives.
However, the second number (12,536 cubic feet) indicates that the shrinkage resulting
from our appraisal work with that half was over 50 percent.

Project staff decided at the very beginning of the undertaking to organize the work
by completing the reappraisal of one state agency at time. They also decided to tackle
an entire agency in one fell swoop, no matter its size, and also to examine both the
holdings of the agency as it was currently constituted as well as its antecedents and
related agencies. In some ways, the work had an almost archaeological quality to it,
often pointing back to the late nineteenth century and the birth of modern bureaucracy
in the state. The approach of combining agency-wide evaluation with a reaccession-
ing mind-set meant that the project eliminated the records of no single agency in
toto, and as a general practice deaccessioned entire series only rarely. The choice to
adopt an agency-wide approach, as opposed to either series-level examinations only
or a multiagency functional tack, was made solely by the project staff-one senior,
experienced archivist and three relative novices. This choice, as well as others about
appraisal criteria, reaccessioning practices, work flow, statistical and narrative re-
porting, and a host of others, was defined and decided on by the project staff in the
beginning weeks of the effort. The work was self-directed and collaborative, with a
minimum of external supervision.

Before discussing some of the details of the work, it is useful to address two ques-
tions: Why was this project necessary? and How did it come to be?

The project's necessity, to state it simply, was largely about resource allocation.
Specifically, it was about how fiscal resources would best be expended to manage the
archives' state government records collections and the limited physical spaces available
for current records storage and planned growth. There were other reasons, of course,
including those familiar to archivists, such as improving access, reducing backlogs,
and addressing preservation needs. But, for the state budget resource allocators who
approved the project, the bottom line was always phrased in terms of how to limit the
number of dollars necessary for the storage of records.

Addressing the question of how the public records project came to be is a bit more
difficult and requires some historical review. Essentially, the project was necessary
because of the tremendous expansion of Wisconsin state government. Beginning in
the middle of the twentieth century and running straight through to the millennium,
Wisconsin state agencies underwent a phenomenal period of growth. As part of the
growth, there came a profusion of regulatory functions, the concurrent proliferation
of bureaucratic systems, and the resultant explosion of records.

An additional critical factor was that the growth in the quantity and complexity of
these records was matched by the Wisconsin Historical Society archives' practice of
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transferring records to the archives using an expansive and sometimes even exhaus-

tive model of documentation. All this resulted in a very big state agency records col-

lection housed in the archives stacks. For want of a better phrase, the above can be

termed the "Wisconsin Way" in public records. This means marrying public records

archival-management procedures with a strong focus on manuscripts acquisitions. It

is a tradition that dates back far before the creation of a state archives to the founding

of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin in the mid-nineteenth century.

In the early twentieth century, this tradition evolved into combining collecting pat-

terns that documented both Wisconsin's pioneers and traditional elites with those that

were driven by the research interests of University of Wisconsin faculty primarily

historians, but also economists and sociologists. These research interests resulted in

the acquisition of personal papers and organizational records-such as those of labor

unions, radical political movements, and social reformers that later generations of

archivists might retroactively describe as having high informational value. At first

this collecting work applied exclusively to private records. However, by 1947, when

legislative action created the state archives, the stage was set to enlarge the model to

include public records. The archival function was placed within the existing structure

of the State Historical Society largely because the Historical Society's leaders actively

lobbied for such an arrangement, and also because there wasn't any suitable alternative.

For the first twelve years of its existence, the state archives acquired public records

through an appraisal process that evaluated individual series one at time, largely out of

context, and without any supporting records management structure. This pattern clearly

mimicked existing manuscripts collecting work. Even though the state archives was
"sold" to the state legislature as an innovation that would result in cost savings from

increased efficiencies, the archivists and administrators who managed it were far less

interested in bureaucratic efficiency than in building a broad public records collection

that would serve the needs of the society's academically based research clientele.

In 1959, Wisconsin instituted a modern records management scheme through the

use of records retention and disposition schedules, and during the following decade

several thousand individual series-level schedules were produced. The state archives, in

concert with the state's Public Records Board, reviewed and approved these schedules.

In doing so, the employees of the state archives, talented archivists all, made many

hundreds of individual decisions to acquire records from more than 40 different state

agencies. The main result of all those decisions was that the size of the state archives

expanded dramatically. In 1973, the archives held about 25,000 cubic feet of public

records. By 1996, there were approximately 50,000 cubic feet of both state and local

government records-a one-hundred-percent expansion in a little less than a quarter-

century. During the course of the public records project, the staff reviewed many of

those earlier appraisals that resulted in the acquisition of state series. Reading this

documentation helped to clarify the reasoning and goals of those archivists. A sum-

mary of these goals might be paraphrased as follows:

As the state archives we are statutorily mandated to document the

workings of Wisconsin state government. However, as the archives of

the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, we are really interested in
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a universe of records and documentary issues that is far broader than
the purposes of state government and the historical records produced
by that government. Therefore, we have an opportunity, verging on a
responsibility, to mine the records of state agencies and extract materi-
als for our larger mandate. As archivists we have a unique role to play
because we have special access to the records and can act to mediate the
gap between the original purposes of their creators and the subsidiary
interests of their potential users as we define them.

Time and again, one finds appraisals in the archival case files describing both the
content and context of records series and assigning values for acquisitions decisions
that derive from the larger collecting interests of the Historical Society's manuscript
holdings and its North American history library. For example, these values could be
expressed in an appraisal of an administrative file created for a specific regulatory func-
tion that gives primary significance to the records' contribution to potential researchers'
understanding of topics in health, welfare, economics, crime and punishment, social
mores, and others. Only secondarily would the appraisal credit the importance of how
the records defined the original regulatory function. This was the "Wisconsin Way"
in state records acquisitions, and it set the tempo for how the state archives developed
and for its later difficulties with both space and access.

By the 1980s, the era of plentiful space for records storage was over. A major archival
stack addition to the Historical Society's headquarters building, completed in 1967,
was now filled to capacity. To alleviate overcrowding, the archives had to begin renting
off-site storage. In order to address the space crisis, the state archives also adopted a
number of additional strategies. These included: (1) reallocation of nonarchival spaces
in our primary building, such as former Museum galleries, for archival storage; (2) the
increased use of bulk reduction microfilming for public records; and (3) reappraisal.

Reappraisal was, at first, almost exclusively limited to the re-evaluation of recom-
mendations for the transfer of records as proposed by state agencies on new records
schedules. These reappraisals served to reduce the future intake of records, but did little
to limit ongoing accessions, much less the size of the existing collection. Gradually,
methods of reappraisal were also applied to limiting the size of the annual transfers
of public records. The preferred methodologies for this were: (1) statistical sampling;
(2) the selection of specific case files or legal files from larger series based on the for-
mulation of special landmark or historically significant categories; and (3) selective
weeding prior to or during the accessioning processes.

All three of these strategies have their advantages and disadvantages, and they
have been in growing use in Wisconsin for the past 20 years. Additionally, one other
significant and, to the best of my knowledge, unique attempt was made to reduce the
size of the state records holdings. This effort focused on the reappraisal of one specific
series, which was also the single largest public records series in the state archives. It
contained the annual filings for the state's corporate income tax. The state archives
had holdings amounting to about 4,500 cubic feet, covering the period 1911-1974.
The appraisal logic for acquiring and keeping the corporate income tax returns was
grounded in the Historical Society's manuscripts tradition. Despite legal restrictions
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on physical access, despite difficulties with arrangement and intellectual access, and

despite a host of space management concerns, the archives had valued the corporate

income tax filings through its acquisitions actions because of the anticipated long-term

importance of the series for academic research. The 1995 decision to deaccession it was

made with no unanimity of opinion among the archival staff. The dissenters, as they

might be termed, to the deaccessioning decision argued along paths, well trodden by

Wisconsin archivists, that the primary purpose of keeping the corporate income tax

returns, and by extension an argument that could be applied to much of the work with

public records, was not to document the history of the taxation of corporations, but

to have the information contained within the records available as a resource for any

number of as-yet unknown research purposes. As one of those dissenting archivists

might have put it, "There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt

of in your (evidential) philosophy."
The genesis of the Public Records Reappraisal Project occurred in 1994 with a pro-

posal by the Wisconsin Department of Administration for the construction of a new

state records facility. This was to be a multipurpose building providing records storage

for several agencies, including the state archives. In order to limit the size and cost

of the state archives' portion of the project, the state archivist proposed reducing the

quantity of existing holdings of state government records by reappraising and deacces-

sioning selected state records series. Originally planned as a five-year project, which

was then reduced to four, the concept came to be married to a figure 40 percent-as

being a suitable target for overall reduction of holdings size. The planning guidelines

for the project encompassed the following three goals: (1) Reduce the quantity of state

government records held by the state archives; (2) Improve intellectual access to state

government records; and (3) Develop guidelines for future acquisitions through better

records management.
Although these goals are not mutually exclusive, they do vary enough so that formu-

lating strategies for accomplishing each of them could result in three distinct sets of

actions. This meant that specific priorities would have to be set and that some things

must take second, and third, place. The planning guidelines did not go to a level of

defining how the prioritizing was to be accomplished. That was one of the tasks as-

signed to project staff.
It is not the purpose of this article to recapitulate, in detail, the project's daily work.

In fact, this has already been done, in a most admirable manner, by the project's team

leader, Carolyn J. Mattern, whose presentation at the fall 2002 Midwest Archives Con-

ference meeting was titled "Discard All Items Past Their Prime." However, a summary

of how the staff came to conclusions about accomplishing their work is useful.

The crucial aspect was that the group decided to use state agencies, in their role as

the primary centers for organizing records-creating activities, as the focus for appraisal

and deaccessioning. The team developed a prioritized list of agencies and reviewed

the entire holdings cataloged under an agency name, as well as under any and all of its

predecessors and related precursors. This meant that the project had to create a geneal-

ogy of state government agencies for specific administrative and regulatory activities

dating back to the nineteenth century. The project also compared the current holdings

to existing and previous records management guidelines and reviewed the entire body
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of records-disposition documents for each agency. In the case of large agencies, such
as the Department of Revenue or the Department of Transportation, these disposition
authorizations numbered in the multiple hundreds. Finally, and all this occurred be-
fore opening any boxes or touching any files, the group completed an analysis of each
agency's structure, mission, and functions. This last action was usually accomplished
with the assistance of agency records managers.

The preliminary work completed, the project team divided the agencies' records,
already accessioned at the series level, into logical components based on bureaucratic
structure or administrative function. Thereafter, each archivist had great latitude,
within the larger collaborative structure of the project, to accomplish his or her work.
Since most of the appraisals required some amount of reaccessioning, the project's
work routine was one of fairly constant and intense "processing-like" activity. Seated
around large tables, in a scene that often mimicked some nineteenth-century com-
munal activity, archivists and students would spend their days sorting, arranging,
weeding, and writing (and, of course, telling stories). The only things missing were
work chanteys and a straw boss.

In order to ensure that the group stayed within the bounds of the stated goals, as well
as overall state archives parameters, an appraisal committee consisting of the project
archivists and other public records staff was created. This committee met biweekly and
reviewed all written appraisals prepared by project. Additionally, regular contacts with
reference, processing, and preservation staff were scheduled so that our work would
benefit from guidance and insights from all areas of the archives. Finally, all decisions
about reappraisal, deaccessioning, and recommendations for improved records schedul-
ing were communicated to the state agencies. As a general rule, the agencies could not
override our reappraisal decisions. However, if the decision included deaccessioning,
the agencies were always given the option of reasserting ownership of the records that
were proposed for destruction. This outcome occurred infrequently.

Was Wisconsin's public records project a success? The answer to that question
depends, as is so often the case, on the different meanings of the idea of success.
Certainly, for those state agencies whose records were reappraised and reaccessioned,
reductions in the size of holdings of over 40 percent were realized. Additionally, the
quality of intellectual access to many thousands of cubic feet of public records series
was significantly enhanced. And, finally, the state of physical preservation of the re-
cords was improved through reboxing, refoldering, and similar measures. On the other
hand, the effort managed to examine only a little over half of all the state series that
needed reappraisal. Now, more than a decade after the beginning of the project, some
larger trends that had a major impact on the work can be seen with a clarity that was
not possible then. There were three in particular that should be noted.

1. The project was faced with a problem that was already passing in significance and
being replaced by newer, and more intractable, problems.

There is a tendency among archivist, like generals, to prepare to fight the last war
before the one they are confronting. By 1996, the state archives in Wisconsin had al-
ready spent several decades concerned about the problem of managing ever-increasing
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holdings of public records. In one sense, to extend the military analogy, the project

was conceived of as the last "big push" that would take the Historical Society out of

the trenches to victory over the armies of unappraised and underprocessed records. It

would solve the space issue and lay plans for limiting future growth. The unforeseen

problem with these assumptions was that by the time the project came into existence,

the factors that had caused the space crisis in public records were nearing an end. Sim-

ply stated, due to changes in records scheduling (more restrictive), changes in the way

Wisconsin state agencies created records and managed records systems (looser, flatter,

and less hierarchical), and most significantly, changes in information processing and

storage technologies, the annual totals of state agency paper-based acquisitions by the

archives had dropped from several thousand cubic feet per year to about 600-700 cubic

feet. Statistics show that during the 1970s public records holdings grew an average of

7 percent per year. In the 1980s, growth dropped to an average of 4 percent per year,

and by the 1990s, it was down to 2 percent per year. Projecting into the future based

on scheduled transfers from state agencies, it was clear that the paper-based public

records explosion was over. The more pressing concern was not the bulk of modern

public records, but the decline in quality of the records being captured for transfer using

traditional scheduling apparatuses, not to mention the problem of missing documenta-

tion that existed primarily in electronic form and that was poorly scheduled, if at all.

But, this is a topic for another article.

2. The project was faced with a problem that was not the problem first posited.

A critical assumption underlying the planning for the project was that the Histori-

cal Society's holdings of state government records contained significant quantities of

records that were poorly described and had marginal research utility. It was assumed

that if these could be identified and segregated through reappraisal, they could be

eliminated. That many of the archives' public records series were poorly described

was an unquestioned, and unpleasant, reality. However, the idea that significant por-

tions of the collection contained records of marginal value was not born out in our

experience. In fact, the poor quality of access was a direct result of many years of lax

accessioning standards, not sloppy appraisals. The project's reaccessioning work usually

served to give proof to the overall high standard of the original appraisals completed

by Historical Society archivists.
The confusion about this problem lay not in the quality of the appraisals but in a

misunderstanding about the documentation goals that underlay them. If one accepts

the assumption that the archives' state government holdings was some sort of lush,

overgrown, and unruly garden, this was only because that garden had been carefully

planned, planted, and nurtured by the archives for many decades. With the reappraisal

of each agency's holdings, the project staff found themselves working on a complex

set of series that had grown, organically, over time. The staff quickly realized that

there was no easy way to reappraise and deaccession, in any aggregate fashion, series

from such a collection without doing some considerable damage to the planning that

conceived them and to records of unquestioned research value. A decision to do such

a thing could have been informed and directed only by an alternative documentation
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planning strategy to the one described above as the "Wisconsin Way." No such alter-
native existed in 1996, and there was no agreement among the project staff, much less
the archival staff as a whole, on how to devise one.

3. The project was faced with meeting a numerical target instead of a documentation
need.

The 40 percent goal, a number with which the project staff was much concerned, was
arrived at as an extension of a common piece of archival wisdom at the time: process
a public records collection and you can expect a level of shrinkage through weeding
that approaches 40 percent. Unfortunately, given the size of the records universe they
were facing, no group of four archivists could achieve this goal through a plan based
on series level reappraisal and reaccessioning. It is a testament to the rigor and speed of
the project's work that it achieved a 50 percent reduction for smaller subsets of records
that were reappraised. The key to success in this goal would have been conceptualizing
an appraisal methodology adequate to the task at hand. As mentioned above, there was
no unanimity of opinion on what approach to take. The differing approaches that could
have been adopted spanned the gap between the concepts of a public records project
that focused primarily on reappraisal for the purpose of deaccessioning and setting
documentation goals, and a public records project whose first priority was to improve
access to the existing archival holdings through reaccessioning pursuant to reappraisal.
This question was never resolved. The tension it produced, admittedly a dynamic and
sometimes creative tension, stayed with the project for its entire life span. Without a
clear and repeated insistence on the primacy of appraisal and the concomitant need to
develop clear documentation goals for state agencies, the daily drumbeat of the need
to reaccession and improve access tended to drown out all other concerns.

What is the significant lesson that can be drawn from this experience with an archi-
val reappraisal project of such a large scale, and how would such a lesson be applied
now?

On the one hand, it is true that the state agency series left untouched after the end of
the work in 2000 still sit on the shelves in the archival stacks yearning for improved
arrangement and access, and a renewed multiyear project could complete this undone
work. However, the effort that would need to be expended to achieve significant space
savings through deaccessioning and significant improvements in access through re-
accessioning would be quite large. Reviving a project similar to the one that existed
from 1996 to 2000 might well cost close to $250,000 a year in current dollars. In order
to justify an expenditure of that scale, the improvements would have to be judged
significant by the standards of 2007 not 1996. In 2007, it seems hard to justify the
anticipated gain solely in terms of improved access and intellectual control over paper-
based state records series. The gains that could be realized with a major effort, given
the State of Wisconsin's need for much better records and information management
tools for both paper and electronic systems, call for a project that focuses, first and
foremost, on defining and implementing a comprehensive framework for state agency
documentation goals. Only based on the success of this work and the interrelated
success in developing systems for the acquisition, management, and preservation of
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electronic records systems, should any additional efforts be made to reappraise and

reaccession the legacy holdings of state agency paper records.
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SQUARE PEGS, ROUND HOLES:
THINKING CREATIVELY ABOUT HOUSING

AND STORAGE

BY HILARY T. SEO AND TANYA ZANISH-BELCHER

ABSTRACT: Providing proper housing and storage of archival materials is a primary

goal undertaken in all archives. Standard containers for manuscripts, documents, photo-

graphs, three-dimensional objects, and other archival materials are readily available.

However, for nonstandard, unusual, or complex objects that require additional support,

developing housing or specialized storage can be problematic. Thinking creatively

about housing and storage of archival materials increases the wealth of housing op-

tions available to archives even when a conservator is not available. Archivists can

incorporate premade and traditional archival supplies in innovative ways to create

structures that store and protect, while at the same time, limit handling during use and

exhibition. Three basic methods (sink mats, boxes with fillers, and archival sleeves and

wrappers) can assist in this process and are illustrated with examples from the Iowa

State University Library Special Collections.'

Introduction

Archivists face increasing pressures in their work to care for and provide access

to their collections. They must be proactive and think creatively when considering

how to store and stabilize their materials. This article provides brief descriptions of

some basic housing techniques that can be adapted to specific uses and implemented

without the services of a conservator. These techniques include sink mats, standard

and custom-fit boxes with added supports, and the use of archival plastic for sleeves

and wrappers.
It is always a challenge balancing the demands of time, limited budgets, and the

importance of individual objects when selecting appropriate housing options for col-

lections. Sufficient time must be allocated to develop a housing plan, analyze supply

needs and priorities, locate resources, study supply options, and develop customized

solutions. Budgets, always constrained, must support the specialized housing needs

of individual high-priority items, without compromising support for the collection as
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a whole. The role of the user and the frequency of handling for research or display of
materials also add to the physical stress being placed on items. And finally, the archivist
must consider the multiple and occasionally conflicting needs of the individual object
or artifact-format, fragility, structure, dimensions, weight, shape, frequency of use,
and centrality to the collection-when making difficult decisions about customized
housing and storage. Although the physical considerations often drive the need for a
conservation or housing decision, other factors will require archivists to adjust and
develop suitable storage options. Ultimately, all the preceding factors will need to be
taken into account when establishing preservation priorities at various levels, including
high-level needs requiring conservation expertise, as well as medium and lower-priority
materials that can be handled in-house by the archives' staff.

The techniques described in this article have traditionally been used to deal with
medium-priority materials, that is, items requiring stabilization, but not of a high enough
priority to merit full conservation treatment. However, as will be demonstrated, these
techniques can also be applied to high-priority items when resources are not available
for conservation treatment but special housing is necessary. They may also be applied
to materials that are used frequently by patrons and which also have unique needs in
regards to storage that cannot be met by traditional archival housing. When the non-
conservator makes creative use of simple housing solutions, the benefits are many.
Archivists can be self-reliant in providing the appropriate housing for a problematic
item, oftentimes accomplishing this in-house and thus alleviating the need for any
transport. These basic techniques are also faster and less expensive than sending work
to a professional conservator. Finally, any effort to properly house archival materials
is better than doing nothing at all.

Background

Those of us responsible for the care of collections know well the potential for loss or
neglect of artifacts. The difficulty often lies in the ever-increasing variety and complex-
ity of conservation issues archivists face, and the limited resources available to provide
necessary or ideal treatment and storage. This is especially true for archives that lack
an in-house conservation lab and trained conservator. Understandably, administrators
of libraries, archives, historical societies, and museums may not wish to invest in an
in-house conservation program, given the availability of other conservation service
providers. However, with that said, all cultural institutions must be held accountable
for the care of their collections. To this end, archivists can adopt a range of activities,
from simple refoldering to item-level conservation, to protect their collections. And at
a minimum, as effective stewards of their collections, they should certainly be familiar
with publications of the Society of American Archivists that cover activities such as
paper humidification and flattening, fastener removal, and dry cleaning. 2 These are
all treatment options that can generally be carried out in typical archives without the
oversight of a trained conservator.

Beyond the basics, the care of objects in archival and conservation literature generally
focuses on the technical aspects related to physical deterioration of materials and cor-
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responding conservation treatments. Included in this subset of the literature are topics

as diverse as the effects and stabilization of iron gall inks in manuscript collections,

historical overviews and discussions of the embrittlement of paper and the effective-

ness of paper splitting, and the difficulties of caring for ethnographic materials that

are complicated by their composite nature and cultural or religious significance.' This

type of literature focuses on complex treatments often associated with highly special-

ized fields of conservation and applies to unique materials with specific physical and

chemical damage. For most archivists, undertaking this type of item-level treatment

is not realistic, especially when weighed against the needs of the entire collection or

their own level of expertise.
On a collections level, the preservation literature also addresses general manage-

ment issues, including storage and handling techniques; appropriate environmental

conditions; storage facilities; housekeeping; and best practices for storing specific

materials such as books and paper, photographs, magnetic media, and film. There are

also numerous box-making manuals available that provide step-by-step instructions

on measuring for custom-fit enclosures, and building an array of box types.4 As for

selecting materials to construct boxes, the literature also provides description and

assessment of the selection and use of specialized materials5 such as archival plastics

and paperboards. 6 It is generally accepted that boxing items physically protects them,

secures loose parts, and shelters them from fluctuating temperatures and relative hu-

midity. Unfortunately, there are also potential drawbacks (theft, lack of visual clues,

and the trapping of volatile deterioration by-products) 7 associated with boxing.

Much of the current literature, then, seems to address either highly complex treat-

ments of specialized material (presumably by a trained conservator), or the most basic

care, handling, and storage of archival collections. Unfortunately, a question that is

often overlooked in both the literature and in practice lies somewhere in between these

extremes: Are there conservation options, particularly housings, that are tailored to

the specific object but do not require the services of a conservator, or purchase of large

and expensive equipment? In other words, what about the irregularly shaped items

that every archives possesses that, due to their size or contours, or perhaps because of

limitations in storage space and environment, require creative deviations from standard

practice? This segment of the literature, aimed at archivists and administrators who

may not have the benefit of an in-house conservator, but who have escalating conserva-

tion needs, is limited. Certainly, there are occasional discussions in the literature of

specific objects (from inflatable rubber boats to Mardi Gras costumes)8 and the creative

solutions conservators have devised to display and store them; however, what the

literature does not do as thoroughly as one would hope is to assist the archivist, more

generally, in thinking creatively about housing and storing problematic or unusually

shaped or sized objects.
Authors who have presented housing solutions addressing irregularly shaped or sized

objects have often done so in journals that archivists may not consult regularly due to

their extremely technical nature, such as Restaurator or the Journal of the American

Institute for Conservation (JAIC), both of which have presented useful articles in this

area. Examples include handling oversized documents, creating modified sink mat
housings for brittle art objects and oversized maps, and designing paper-based supports
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for small objects such as folding fans.0 One particularly useful article presents solutions
developed for the University of Washington Library, incorporating premade contain-
ers and customizing them by adding internal support features. 10 Though technical and
written primarily for conservators, these articles do make clear that stabilization and
improved housing are important steps in caring for collections.

Sink Mat Structures

Image 1: Matted drawing: Flat paper objects can be matted with an additional
cover board to provide support and protection during storage and handling. (Photo
by Michele Christian.)

A common housing structure for works of art on paper, photographs, and valu-
able documents or manuscript pages is a window mat that provides structure and
protection during storage and handling. These window mats are made of museum
or archival mat board with an opening cut to the dimensions of the image not unlike
window mats used in framing. The window mat is then hinged to a backing board
and a cover board, both made of museum board, so that the window mat is between
two solid mats. The cover board provides an extra layer of protection during storage.
The flat object is then attached to the backing board.1 The thickness of the window
mat prevents the surface of the object from coming in contact with the framing glass
or protective cover board (see image 1). These techniques are usually carried out by
paper conservators or conservation framers, and can be expensive. One limitation of a
traditional mat used in framing is its depth. A traditional window mat cannot accom-
modate raised surfaces or flat objects with some thickness, such as topographical maps
and even severely cockled manuscript pages. Sink mats take this basic structure one
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step further. The depth of the "sink" accommodates the thickness of the object that a

folder or standard mat and frame would not allow. The sink mat is made of corrugated

board, museum board, or archival foam core, layered to establish the desired depth.

The mat can be built up around the object when designing a sink mat for a rectangular

object,12 or, for irregularly shaped objects, the opening can be cut out of the sink mat

material with a scalpel or utility knife to perfectly fit the object. Modified versions

of sink mats provide a variety of storage solutions for fragile flat objects with some

thickness or raised surfaces.
Adapting the standard sink mat to incorporate a hinged cover creates a protective

enclosure that can be stored flat or on edge, as long as there are no loose or fragile pieces

and the overall size and weight of the object permit this. Good candidates for simple

sink mats are three-dimensional topographical maps that are often made of thin, brittle

plastic. These maps create housing problems that are often solved by placing them on

top of map cases without physical protection for the maps themselves. This solution

also limits the number of topographical maps that can be stored since stacking these

fragile maps directly on top of one another can easily cause damage. Creating a large

sink mat with stiff covers made of lignin-free board or corrugated polypropylene13

enables the stacking of sink mats in a drawer or on top of a flat surface, and improves

handling by providing physical protection and support.

Image 2a: Broken glass plate negative: Pieces of a glass plate negative can be

placed into a sink mat emulsion-side down to prevent chipping and grinding of the

broken plates during storage and handling. The pieces can be oriented so that the

image can easily be viewed. (Photo by Michele Christian.)
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Image 2b: Portfolio containing the sink mat: A portfolio structure with ties further
protects the broken glass plate and improves labeling, storage, and handling options.
(Photo by Michele Christian)

Broken glass structures such as glass plate negatives, lantern slides, ambrotypes, and
glass or ceramic tiles can benefit from a modified sink mat enclosure in a multitude
of ways, and are an excellent candidate for an irregularly shaped sink mat. Typically
these items are sleeved and housed in a box on edge. Unfortunately, broken glass
causes uneven pressure points against intact glass plates if stored in the same box.
Broken pieces may also grind and chip, causing scratches to or flaking of the emulsion
if sleeved together, and of course handling broken glass can be a hazard. Within the
modified sink mat, the broken pieces can be positioned so that they are aligned properly
(see image 2a). Building the sink mat into a portfolio structure with ties (see image
2b) further secures and protects the glass plate. By establishing a uniform enclosure
size based on the largest glass plate in a collection, multiple sink mats can be securely
housed in a standard box. Labeling the edge of the sink mat allows for quick and easy
identification of glass plates when they are stored upright, eliminating unnecessary
handling and viewing. With the broken pieces stored together and oriented correctly,
there is less likelihood that the pieces will need to be handled for viewing or become
separated. To improve the viewing of transparent media, thick polyester sheets can be
used to sandwich the glass plates and hold them in the sink mat. This allows the plate
to be lit from behind, bringing out the image and allowing for improved viewing and
image capture.
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Image 3: Charred document sink mat: Cockled documents like this unevenly

charred document can be placed in a sink mat to accommodate the added thick-

ness due to cockling. The document is held in place between two sheets ofpolyester.

(Photo by Hilary Seo.)

Sink mats also provide secure housing for cockled or distorted documents on paper

or parchment. An illustration of this technique emerged at a 2006 workshop conducted

by ISU Library staff for the Midwestern Association of Forensic Scientists, focusing

on "questioned documents." Document specialists face unique problems in examining

and storing partially charred paper, which typically cannot be flattened or handled

without causing breakage and loss. Humidification of the charred portions of a docu-

ment has little to no effect, since the paper fibers have been converted to carbon. The
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solution to this problem also needed to be one that could be performed quickly in a
forensics lab, not a conservation lab. Conservators proposed as a solution a single- or
double-sided sink mat made with archival foam core and polyester sheets.' 4 To prevent
crushing but still allow for viewing, the cockled document was placed loose in the sink
mat between two polyester sheets that were adhered to the sink mat frame (see image
3). The increased dimensionality caused by the cockling created some tension within
the sink mat to hold the document in place. Polyester strips attached to the sink mat
frame could also be used across flat corners or portions of the document to secure it
within the opening, and hinging cover boards to the sink mat would further increase
support of the object. Once in the sink mat, the cockled document could be handled,
filed with other evidence, or submitted in court without fear of loss or damage. For
items that are cockled and cannot be flattened, or are simply not a priority for more
expensive treatment, this modified sink mat is a relatively quick and easy technique.
Water-damaged parchment, oval convex photographic portraits, and cockled manu-
scripts or diplomas are excellent candidates for various types of sink mats. However,
polyester should not be used on items with powdery or flaking media such as pastels
because of the surface charge retention of the polyester (static cling).

Boxes with Fillers

Every archives uses a standard assortment of boxes, including record center boxes,
archival document boxes, and object or flat storage boxes. Almost everything imagin-
able in an archives will fit in a standard premade box available through a multitude
of vendors. 5 Standard boxes are relatively inexpensive and generally accommodate
a wide array of typical archives materials, while custom-fit, cloth-covered clamshell
boxes with leather labels are expensive and usually reserved for the most valuable
items. What many archivists overlook is the middle ground that is increasingly avail-
able. This includes affordable custom-fit boxes and standard boxes that are easily fitted
to the object. Certainly, stuffing boxes with tissue can serve this purpose easily and
economically. However, there are other techniques and materials that better protect the
item by preventing movement in general and by eliminating the bumping of heavier
items within the box.
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Image 4: Corrugated clamshell box with loose serial issues: Affordable custom-

fit clamshell boxes can be purchased from a variety of vendors by simply providing

height, width, and thickness measurements. These can be used to secure loose issues

as well as provide protection for bound volumes. (Photo by Michele Christian)

Affordable custom-fit clamshell boxes are available from several vendors.16 These

boxes are made of archival fluted corrugated board and are prescored and die cut to

the dimensions of a specific object. All one needs to do to purchase these is to measure

the height, width, and thickness of the item and send the dimensions off to the vendor

with title and call number information. The major drawback is the weight capacity of

the box due to the relatively lightweight corrugated board. In the case of large, heavy

materials, a stronger solid tan or gray-white board typically used for standard archival

boxes is recommended. Unfortunately, there are fewer vendors that provide this op-

tion. These custom-fit boxes can easily be used for books that require or deserve more

protection due to value, fragility of binding materials, or loose parts such as spines or

detached boards. They can also provide better protection and security for individual

serial issues that should not be bound (see image 4). These issues may need some treat-

ment or support to be shelved but may not be a priority for such attention. A custom-fit

box will provide the security and stability for the loose issues better than a standard

pamphlet or magazine box, since it provides a closed microenvironment and does not

allow for movement or sagging of the contents.
With a little creativity and the right materials, other hard-to-shelve items can be

housed to fit on standard library shelving. Some items may be susceptible to damage,

or may cause damage to nearby items, due to their structure or size. These objects may

have functional protruding parts such as clasps, bosses, and wire spirals, or decora-

tive, fragile pieces attached, as is often the case with artist's books. Materials used

to create the object may also be a concern. Fragile or soft outer materials are easily
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damaged during routine shelving, and other materials such as untreated wood or leather
experiencing red rot (desiccated leather) cause damage to surrounding items. The size
of objects also creates shelving dilemmas, since small items can easily be misplaced
among larger items, and can also cause uneven pressure points on neighboring objects.
For example, a small book shelved upright-next to a larger book will not support the
entire surface of the larger book, potentially leading to warping of the latter. Similarly,
a small heavy object placed directly on top of a large object may cause an impression
and/or warping of the larger object below. For these odd sizes, shapes, and protrud-
ing parts, standard and custom-fit boxes fitted with polyethylene foam,' 7 corrugated
cardboard, or museum board pieces will provide physical protection for the object,
and will make the odd-sized or shaped item easier to shelve with other material. These
items do not have to be segregated and shelved separately to prevent damage or loss;
they can easily be integrated into existing collections on standard shelving.

Image 5a: Clamshell box with plinth: An angled base constructed of museum board
accommodates the wedge shape of a book, providing even support and pressure for
the book inside the clamshell box. (Photo by Michele Christian.)

One of the most common adjustments for a book box is an angled base or plinth,
usually constructed like a ramp with museum hoard or archival corrugated board.

Thiscanaccmmoatethewedge-shape of some gapping books, such as those with
vellum bindings that may yawn due to the shrinking of the vellum over time (see image
5a), The box provides some pressure on the volume and protection from a fluctuat-
ing climate that would exacerbate the problem. Another common insert designed for
miniature books or other small objects is frequently made of polyethylene foam. The
box is fitted with an insert that contains a space large enough for the miniature to be
inserted. It may also have a cloth tab that wraps under the miniature so that when it is
pulled, the miniature gently lifts out of its nest (see image 5b). More complicated fillers
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for the aforementioned artist's books with decorative materials incorporated into the

binding can also be constructed with foam or paperboard shaped to fit the book and

accommodate these raised decorative aspects.

Image 5b: Miniature in clamshell: Polyethylene foam with an opening cut out for a

miniature artist's book can be used to fill a standard-sized clamshell box. The minia-

ture can then be safely shelved with the collection without fear of loss or damage to

fragile cover materials. (Photo by Michele Christian)

The basic concept of an insert can be applied to a variety of problem book structures

and adapted to other objects that are difficult to store. Board or foam cutouts can be

more creative than a simple opening for the object to rest in, and the filler can be built

up or cut out to accommodate any uneven surface. 8 For example, the 1895 death mask

of Margaret Stanton is an artifact that the staff in ISU's Special Collections Depart-

ment brings out frequently for exhibits and tours, especially for grade-school children

who find the item fascinating. This plaster cast from the Victorian era is not fragile

per se but will shatter if dropped, and is awkward to handle. A customized housing

was created for this artifact by layering two four-inch-thick pieces of polyethylene

foam together and cutting them down to an appropriately sized support for the mask.

The top surface was then cut at an angle to improve viewing. Carving out a crater on

this angled surface provided a depression that was custom fit to the underside of the

mask. The angled piece that was removed was then carved to fit over the mask for

added protection when not on display. Once the bottom support was covered in clean,

unbleached muslin, the entire support was ready for a storage box. A custom-sized,
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premade archival box, like an archival hatbox, would have worked perfectly in providing
a cost-effective and simple storage solution. However, it was decided that the premade
box was not quite as attractive as a cloth-covered box, and in the end, an attractive
archival box with a drop front and removable lid was designed to support and display
the mask (see image 6). The customized angled support in either a premade or cloth-
covered box effectively serves two purposes: the mask is properly stored, yet can be
used for exhibits without requiring removal or repositioning of the mask for viewing.
The mask no longer slides around in an archival box stuffed with acid-free tissue, and
can quickly be brought out for display to visiting donors and tour groups.

Image 6: Death mask: Margaret Stanton's plaster-cast death mask is frequently
used by the Special Collections Department for tours and exhibitions. In order to
limit handling and address both storage and display needs, a box fitted with polyeth-
ylene foam was designed to support the mask at an angle to improve viewing. (Photo
by Michele Christian.)

Standard or custom-fit boxes or portfolios can also be used to secure multiple-object
items with mixed formats or sizes. Books, oversized maps or drawings, computer or
video storage devices, cards, game pieces, samples, etc. are brought together by the
creator, who often intends for these items to be viewed or used together. Separating
the pieces in storage based on size or format may make retrieval difficult, and could
increase the chances of permanently disassociating the pieces from one another. One
way to prevent accidental separation of items is to use polyethylene foam to fill a box
or portfolio, securing the various objects in one container and providing flat surfaces
to eliminate pressure points for larger items that lie on top; however, this assumes that
oversized, flat storage is available. Map collections often have books with large maps
folded to fit within the dimensions of the text block. Many of these maps are printed
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on thin paper that has become discolored and brittle over time, and folding and unfold-

ing these deteriorated maps causes the paper to break along the folds and easily tear

when unfolded. The best solution for these maps is to be removed, flattened, treated,

and encapsulated. The book itself can remain on the shelf while the map is stored in

a map drawer, or a portfolio can be fitted with a foam support to house the book and

map together. A foam sheet the thickness of the book and with the dimensions of a

standard portfolio (or of the map itself) can have a window cut to accommodate the

book. With the foam support adhered to the portfolio, the book is secure in the foam

and the map can be placed on top of the book and foam support. More complicated

arrangements are easily accomplished with varying thicknesses of foam and a little

ingenuity (see image 7).

Image 7: Multiple-format housing: Objects of varying sizes can be nested in foam,

with larger flat items placed on top, allowing associated materials to be housed to-

gether. (Photo by Michele Christian)

Archival Sleeves

The availability of archival-quality plastics such as polyester, polypropylene, and

polyethylene in sheets, rolls, folders, L-sleeves, and U-sleeves has opened the doors for

archives to develop simple protective devices for a wide array of collections materials.

These products are excellent for sleeving photographs and encapsulating maps, and to

provide support and protection during storage and handling. Beyond basic sleeving and

encapsulation, these plastics can be used in a variety of ways to stabilize and protect

other types of archives materials.
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Something that all archivists should keep in mind before sleeving or encapsulating
items is the acidity of the item. The pH (acid level) of paper is easily tested with a pH
pen available through archival supply vendors. Making a small mark on a discrete area
of the paper (remember that the mark is permanent) will indicate the pH level through a
color change. (Purple indicates a pH 7 or higher, which is neutral or alkaline, whereas
yellow indicates a pH below 7, or acidic). Deacidification of acidic paper documents
(not photographs or other paper-based materials with media that may interact with
the nonaqueous deacidification spray solvent or water in an alkaline water bath) is
recommended prior to encapsulation. This slows the paper deterioration process and
prevents the buildup of volatile compounds that further the deterioration process within
the enclosure. If deacidification cannot be accomplished and the paper item requires
viewing on only one side, a sheet of buffered paper (acid-free paper with an alkaline
reserve) with the same dimensions as the object should be included in the encapsula-
tion. (Note of caution: do not use buffered paper with protein-based materials such as
albumen prints or silk.) If both sides of the paper item must be viewable, a buffered
sheet cannot be included. In this case, instead of sealing the polyester sheets on all
sides, use L-sleeves, whose two open sides encourage some airflow.

One simple example is the use of standard encapsulation or sleeving techniques on
fragile items such as unmounted albumens or cyanotypes, or other thin paper items.
This provides the archivist the opportunity to mat items without concerns over hing-
ing techniques that may cause water damage, bleeding of inks, or distortion of the
artifact, or unsupported mounting techniques that may lead to sagging of such thin,
soft paper items. A small (3" x 2") cyanotype of the Iowa Agricultural College's "Old
Main" building was donated to the ISU Special Collections Department. The image
had been removed from a scrapbook that was not included in the donation, leaving the
unmounted image vulnerable to damage. Due to its size and fragility, the photograph
was encapsulated and matted with photo corners to show the entire image-including
the edges, since the cyanotype was printed to the edge. The polyester provided support
and protected the surface from scratches. The dimensions of the mat (8" x 11") allowed
the cyanotype to be housed in a folder within a document box (see image 8.)

Image 8: Encapsulated cy-
anotype: Small images such
as this cyanotype can be en-
capsulated and mounted on
museum board so that they
aresupported and can easily
be housed in afolder within a
standard document box.
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Scrapbooks also create many challenges for archives: they are often made of less-than-

ideal materials for long-term preservation, and contain mixed media including organic

material from corsages to hair, and plastics. Overstuffed albums experience stresses

on the binding, and over time pages and items become loose. Scrapbooks frequently

do not fit on standard shelves. Sticky or "magnetic" photo albums that were popular

in the 1970s and still available today are now making their way into our collections.

Pressure-sensitive adhesives on the pages have aged and caused a variety of problems,

including staining of paper items, powdering, permanent adhesion, or migration or

weakening of the adhesive. Some items simply fall out, while others can no longer be

removed without damage. The plastic page covers may have turned yellow or brittle

and may no longer stick to the album pages. Removal and sleeving or recreation of

the pages may require more time and skill than is available or than the album merits

in terms of its value to the collection. A stopgap approach may simply be to remove

the questionable plastic sleeves and encapsulate the pages with polyester sheets. The

loose pages can then be boxed.
As with any scrapbook, prior to undertaking extensive treatment, making a photo-

copy or digital facsimile of the original is recommended to record the original look

and organization of items. The facsimile can also be employed as the use copy. With a

high-quality surrogate in place, there may not be a need to treat the scrapbook beyond

securing loose items and placing the scrapbook in a drop-front box with spacers that

fully support the structure and stop damage to already fragile pages and covers.

Image 9a: Adonijah Welch speech: With the clippings removedfrom the manuscript

pages and encapsulated separately, the text of the speech is no longer obscured.

(Photo by Michele Christian.)
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Image 9b: Adonijah Welch speech with overlapping clipping: Encapsulating the
clippings separately allows them to be viewed directly over the manuscript page
where they had originally been adhered. (Photo by Michele Christian)

In the case of scrapbook or manuscript pages with overlapping or collage-type cre-
ations, pages and their layered content can be treated by deconstructing one or two
layers, then encapsulating the individual items according to layer and orientation on
the page. This is a time-consuming approach that significantly increases the weight and
thickness of the scrapbook, and should not be applied to all scrapbooks. It should be
used only in cases where the original organization is significant, important information
is covered, and certain items need added protection. Some items in scrapbooks will not
lend themselves to this technique. Items that are folded and need to be opened, such
as cards or pamphlets, obviously cannot be sealed shut. The advantage to this layered
encapsulation is in the ability to reveal important text or images and reconstruct the
layers as the creator intended, in polyester, so that each layer can be peeled away to
reveal the next. A successful use of this technique can be seen in the manuscript of a
speech by Adonijah Welch, ISU's first president. Small pieces of printed text had been
rubber-cemented onto several manuscript pages, obscuring the text of the speech. The
pieces of printed text were first removed from the manuscript by conservation staff
and then the manuscript pages were spray deacidified19 and encapsulated with seals on
three sides and a wide binding margin that was left unsealed. Although in-house con-
servation staff carried out the removal of the printed text, the process as well as other
high-level conservation treatments could have been outsourced and the encapsulation
performed by in-house archives staff, resulting in a hybrid approach that best utilizes
an archive's available resources. The small pieces of printed text were encapsulated
in polyester sheets of the same dimensions as the manuscript pages. They were po-
sitioned between the polyester sheets and secured in place with spot welds though
small pieces of double-sided tape could have also been used. By floating the piece in
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polyester over the manuscript page, the original layout of the page remained intact,

but the printed piece could be peeled away to reveal the full text of the speech (see

images 9a and 9b). The encapsulated pages were then post bound (see image 9c) and

stored in a document box with the archival collection.

Image 9c: Adonijah Welch speech encapsulated and post bound: Polyester en-

capsulated pages can be secured in a post binding. Holes are punched or drilled

into the binding margin of the polyester and appropriately sized cover boards so

that screw-posts can be inserted to secure the covers and pages together. (Photo by

Michele Christian)

Archival Wrappers

Various archival-quality plastic sheets can also be used as wrappers. Polyester,

polypropylene, and polyethylene sheets are ideal for protecting book covers when the

book does not need further stabilization and, unlike a box, the sheets do not add

undue thickness. For books with book jackets, red rot, soft-textured covers, or covers

made of potentially damaging materials such as wood or pressure-sensitive adhesives

(stickers, old book tape), a simple wrapper will protect the cover of the wrapped book

and its neighbors, while still allowing the covers (or jacket) to be viewed. This is also

a simple way to protect book covers from labeling practices. The wrapper not only

protects the book on the shelf and during handling, but also provides a carrier for call

number labels, bar codes, and property stamps, so that these inventory control devices

do not damage the object. CoLibri is a system that creates tight-fitting polyethylene
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jackets for hardbacks and paperbacks by fusing the edges of the polypropylene sheet
together and trimming off the excess materials in one step.20 Although it requires a
special welding machine to fuse the polypropylene sheets together, it is quicker and
easier than scoring and folding polyester sheets, and the resulting jackets do not need
to be held in place with tape as polyester wrappers do. If the goal is simply to provide a
carrier for labels, a polyethylene strip can also be wrapped around a book cover (head
to tail) and secured to itself with double-sided tape. Call number labels can then be
adhered to the strip. The drawback to this method is that the call number labels are
not located on the spine for easy shelf reading, and will be in direct contact with the
neighboring book.

Another way to create polyethylene jackets is with a polyweld, which is used to
weld polyester for encapsulation.21 Use the polyweld to weld the polyethylene into a
long tube that is as wide as the book is tall and approximately four times as long as
the book is wide. One cover is slipped into one end of the tube, the tube is wrapped
around the book's cover and spine, and the other cover is slipped into the other end
of the tube (see image 10a). The drawback to this approach is that the multiple layers
of polyethylene covering the book create a somewhat hazy or less-than-transparent
barrier to the cover. However, this same structure can be designed with a paperboard
support that stabilizes the volume even if one or both cover boards are detached.22 The
paperboard support is cut slightly narrower than the book and is approximately twice
the height plus one thickness. The support is secured to the polyethylene tube between
the tube and the back cover, then wraps under the foot of the book and is creased twice
to accommodate the thickness of the book. The loose end of the support is creased
several more times so that it can easily be flexed to tuck between the front cover and
the polyethylene tube (see image l0b). To prevent the text block from sagging, a piece
of board the same thickness as the bottom square and the width and thickness of the
text block can be adhered to the portion of the support that wraps under the foot; the
board must be positioned so that it fits between the front and back boards and does not
interfere with the spine or joints of the book.

Image lOa: Polyethylene
book wrapper with sup-
port: A polyethylene tube
can be used to make a pro-
tective wrapper. (Photo by
Michele Christian)
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Image 10b: Polyethylene book
wrapper with support: A pa-
perboard support can be added
to the wrapper to secure loose
boards and provide more sta-
bility during shelving. (Photo
by Michele Christian)

Using Standard Supplies

Another option for archivists working without the assistance of a trained conservator

is to use readily available standard supplies, and customize them for specific collec-

tion needs. While it is easy to be overwhelmed by the variety of choices available, it

is well worth the time to study catalogs and traditional premade containers carefully

to determine what works best for problematic documents and objects. The goal is to

choose the appropriate housing in terms of size and support-disregarding, if neces-

sary, the fact that the housing might have been intended for a completely different

type of object, but also keeping in mind that adding cushioning or wrapping objects

with materials such as acid-free tissue, archival foam, polyester batting, or polyester

felt or muslin can adjust for slight differences in dimensions. A number of specific

examples follow, including potential uses for artifact boxes, pamphlet binders, and

other types of housings.
A collection of cased images including daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, cased tintypes,

and albumen prints provides a good example of adapting an appropriately sized pre-

made housing designed for another purpose. Originally, the items were stored loose

and upright in acid-free folders in archival document boxes. Because there was no

support for the images, they moved within the box when the collection was being used

or moved. To safeguard the material, a solution was developed using artifact boxes

with dividers that were padded with archival tissue to store the cased images fiat in a

map case. During the rehousing project, the images were also photographed, creating

a use copy and allowing for more restricted access to the originals. Thus, researchers

had access to a print copy while the original was safely stored away.
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The basic pamphlet-binder structure front boards and backboards joined by a flex-
ible cloth spine-can also be used to solve a variety of simple housing needs. Premade
pamphlet binders are available from a variety of library and archival supply vendors.
These are not only useful for protecting simple pamphlet structures, but can easily be
modified to house thin, flat items. Hinging or adhering a premade archival envelope
with a sling (a paper wrapper that fits inside the envelope to protect the item as it is
removed from or inserted into the envelope) provides a simple housing that does not
alter or mar items such as thin books, loose pages, or article clippings. Adhering one
edge of a polyester L-sleeve to the binder, with the sealed edges aligned with the foot
and fore edge of the binder, creates a simple flat storage solution for larger flat items
that are not easy to handle due to size or fragility (see image 11). For thicker items, a
simple four-flap enclosure made of archival paperboard can be adhered to the binder.
Premade versions of these storage options are available from vendors in preset sizes,
and most vendors can provide custom sizes as well.23

Image 11: Pamphlet binder with L-sleeve: Flat items that are fragile and difficult
to handle can be placed in a polyester L-sleeve that has been secured to a standard
pamphlet binder. This housing provides protection for the item and easy viewing of
both front and back. (Photo by Michele Christian)

Other premade structures such as containers for rolled items, textile boxes, clam-
shell boxes, and photo-storage boxes can all be fitted with fillers, dividers, or padding
to provide customized storage for irregularly shaped objects or to solve multiformat
collection-storage problems. Vendors have also developed many specific storage con-
tainers that solve some shelving difficulties that may otherwise require the purchase
of special shelves or drawers. There are boxes for various audiovisual and computer
media that make shelving, even within print collections, easier on standard open
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shelves. Many of these solutions have developed out of specific consumer requests,

so archivists should consider working with archival supply vendors when they have

specific, ongoing storage needs. Archivists should feel comfortable asking vendors

for samples or suggestions, and should be willing to have a solution custom-made for

a specific collections problem.

Conclusion

The three basic structures presented in this article (sink mats, boxes with fillers,

and wrappers) are intended to provide archivists with a starting point for solving some

difficult storage and handling problems. Although specific examples were provided

to help illustrate the use of the techniques, they are not meant to be limiting. The safe

and creative application of these concepts will hopefully add to the in-house options

archivists have for providing individualized housing, thus improving the physical pro-

tection of irregularly shaped or sized artifacts in their collections. Archivists should

apply appropriate judgment when dealing with artifacts; their intention should be to

house the artifact without causing damage or altering it in any way. The nonconservator

can easily apply these techniques using premade enclosures available from a variety of

archival supply vendors without requiring extensive conservation training or expensive

equipment. By applying various housing methods with a little creativity, the archivist

can have a significant impact on the long-term preservation of his or her collections.
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Lester J. Cappon and the Relationship of History, Archives, and Scholarship in the

Golden Age of Archival Theory. Archival Classics Series. Edited, and with an Intro-

duction by Richard J. Cox. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2004. $45.00.

$35.00 to SAA Members. 234 pp. Soft cover.

This reviewer is only two generations removed from Lester J. Cappon, and so it

seems a little strange to write a review of his work as a writer of "classic" archival

literature. As an American historian, I knew and met the late Professor Cappon, and

subsequently, as an archivist, I witnessed his presence at one or two SAA meetings

during the mid- to late 1970s. He was the quintessential historian-archivist, who began

speculating about appraisal and collecting as well as the definition of a record in the

1930s. Further, Cappon was one of the foremost proponents of archival concepts and

of knowledge based on historical scholarship during the so-called "Golden Age" of

archival theory; he argued that the archives domain was the province of historians. Of

course, over time, Cappon's perspective about archivists and their craft has given way to

an archivist-technocrat mindset and to increasing professionalization within American

society and the university. What would Cappon say about today's digital-dominated

world, and where would he find archivist-historians like himself in 2005?

Originally published between 1952 and 1982, the twelve essays of Lester J. Cappon

collected for this edition are organized into four sections: (1) Archival Theory, (2) Ar-

chival Collecting, (3) Archivists and Historians, and (4) Archivists and Documenting

Editors. The dozen essays cover the wide range of Cappon's primary interests, par-

ticularly his understanding of record values, relationships among and between related

professions, and the proper track to educate individuals as archivists and editors. Cap-

pon's four essays in the Archival Theory section, as a group, are the most important. His

1966 seminal essay, "A Rationale for Historical Editing: Past and Present," in section

four, is also of consequence because, as Richard J. Cox quotes him, Cappon saw only

historians as able to transmit "authentic and accurate texts of all extant documents

within a rational frame of reference, with due respect for archival principles" and

"... in making these texts more intelligible" (p. 23). For pure enjoyment, archivists will

want to reexamine Cappon's 1978 piece, "Why Presidential Libraries?" Here, too, he

concerned himself with the "maintenance of archival principles, impartial professional

services, and the promotion of scholarship" (p. 101). While Cappon's essays may have

been frequently read by students in the National Archives and Records Administration's

Modern Archives Institute and its Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents, his

work in 2005 is unfortunately not on the radar of most present-day archival educators

and practitioners nor on that of librarians.
In reissuing and making available Cappon's writings, SANs Board of Publications

aims to increase their use by archival educators and practitioners. American historians

and public historians are also potential readers of Cappon's collected essays. Included

in this volume is a useful and erudite introductory essay by Richard J. Cox. He provides

an excellent framework for these archival history essays, and he neatly summarizes

Cappon the man, as well as his primary interests. Although Cox is clearly charmed by

his subject, to relieve some of his own emotional conflicts over professional identity,
Cox carries on a point-by-point debate with Cappon over the latter's views on the
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nature and purpose of archives and its relationship to history. Reading this dialogue
alone is worth the price of the book. Cox's essay is not only a significant contribution
to American archival history but also provides an account of the role of this historian-
archivist at mid-twentieth century. Indeed, his essay is a companion piece to the recent
article by Rand Jimerson on Margaret Cross Norton.1

The strength of this SAA imprint is in having Cappon's essays collected in one
volume, with an introduction by Cox. A minor quibble: the nearly 14,000-word intro-
duction should have been more tightly written. To Cox's credit, his edition on Cappon
indirectly asks us to go beyond Cappon and Norton and to consider the contributions
made by other important pioneers in the profession. Fortunately for the archival com-
munity, in the SAA publications pipeline is a volume on Waldo G. Leland, another
archival pioneer and SAAs second president. The collected writings of Cappon are a
worthy addition to the bookshelves of archivists and historians, especially those who
strive to gain a better understanding of the nature of professional identity during the
middle decades of the twentieth century.

Roland M. Baumann
Archivist and Adjunct Professor of History

Oberlin College
Part-time Faculty, School of Library and Information Science

Kent State University

NOTES
1. Rand Jimerson, "Margaret Cross Norton Reconsidered," Archival Issues 26 (2001): 41-62.
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Archives and Justice. A South African Perspective. By Verne Harris, with a foreward

by Terry Cook. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2007. $56.00. $40.00 to SAA

Members. 476 pp. Index. Soft cover.

Like James W. Loewen's Lies My History Teacher ToldMe, Verne Harris's Archives

and Justice is a collection of essays, speeches, and newspaper articles on what is not

taught in archival programs. In this collection, deftly put together by Harris and culled

from his personal experiences, the author puts forth an archives for the future, one where

the archivist is not a neutral objective party, as Western archival theory has taught us to

be, but one in which archivists play a political and active role in the creation of social

memory. For Harris and others like him, namely Terry Cook, who wrote the foreward

to the book, archivists have a central responsibility to justice and society.

In Cook's foreward, he notes that Harris has brought a South African consciousness

to English-speaking archival literature on a worldwide basis. Indeed, the book focuses

on his experiences, both past and present, in South African archives, but this is by no

means merely a case study. When Harris discusses the problems facing South African

archives these same issues could easily be applied to any archive in the world.

Harris is an expert in South African archives, having served in the State Archives

Service of South Africa between 1985 and 2001, where he eventually rose to the post of

deputy director in 1993. Now, Harris is director of the South African History Archive,

an independent archive that documents the struggles of the apartheid era as well as the

search for justice postapartheid. Harris has published widely in the fields of archives,

music, and fiction. For 10 years, he was editor of the South African Archives Journal,

and he coedited the publication Refiguring the Archive (Springer Publishing Company,

2002), a response to the challenges of archivists put forth by Jacques Derrida. He is

also the author of Exploring Archives: An Introduction to Archival Ideas andPractices

in South Africa (National Archives of South Africa, 2000).

Harris's latest work continues the author's affection for Derrida as it applies to

archival theory. In it, Harris posits his theories regarding the work of archivists and

their responsibility for justice. The central tenet of the book is posed in two questions:

"How do we make our work a work of Justice? and How do we practice a hospitality

of otherness?" (p. 77). Melding personal experience with the postmodernism of Der-

rida and the lyrics of Bob Dylan, the reader can feel his passion and energy virtually

emanating from the page, creating a work that is both intellectual and exceptionally

engaging.
The book contains five different sections, each one playing off the one before it.

First, Harris tackles the discourses of Derrida, clearly a major influence on this author,

before moving onto a series of narratives about postmodernism and archives. The last

three sections of Archives and Justice deal with the specifics of South Africa, both

during the apartheid regime and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) of

the postapartheid era. Each section includes a series of chapters, or essays, that detail

Harris's theory on the modern archive as a political entity, one that is not, as traditional

archivists have consistently put forth, built on neutrality and impartiality.

In the first section, Harris dissects the theories Derrida puts forth in his work Ar-

chive Fever. While somewhat lethargic at times, Harris does try to make the dense
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philosophies of Derrida appealing to the reader by positioning them against his own
personal experiences, as well as song lyrics and poetry. The focus of this section is on
the notion of social memory and the role archivists play in the creation of it. Archivists
participate in the process of record making through appraisal, the decisions archivists
are faced with when determining which records should be salvaged and which will be
bound for the dumpster. For Harris we are moving out of a custodial era of archival
practice and into an era where archivists are ',purveyors of concepts" (p. 19) and social
memory. What is most startling and refreshing to any archivist willing to conceive
of the archive of the future is Harris's interpretation of traditional Western archival
thinking as "bullshit."

In the second and most exciting section, Harris puts postmodernism to work in the
form of an appraisal theory for the future. Here, he builds on his personal experiences
in South African archives to create a universal approach to the problems facing modern
archivists, namely, that of the constant struggle between remembering, forgetting, and
difference between narratives.

In the third section, Harris delves into the particular problems of South African ar-
chives, specifically in the institutions where he has worked, including the TRC, which
sought to investigate the human rights violations of the apartheid era. Harris was the
liaison between the national archives and the TRC, as well as the investigator into
the destruction of records under the former apartheid regime. Here, he discusses the
political role, however nauseating to archivists, that archives play in the creation and
destruction of the collective memory of a country. He notes, "Archivists are political
players bound to the society in which they live" (p. 248), meaning that the standards
that apply to archives are not value free, since archives must function within society
as a whole.

The TRC was key in enabling an understanding of South Africa's past. But the TRC
was not only about the past. As Harris noted, it was also about coming to terms with
said past to move toward a transition to democracy (p. 292). For Harris and South
Africa, the past and future are inextricably linked. The fourth section of Harris's work
discusses the past, including the secrets not only of the apartheid regime but also of the
TRC. What is most informative and courageous on the part of Harris is that he does not
back away from the questions many archivists have posed regarding the work of the
TRC, and he notes that a forum should be provided for debates about the organization
and what records they allow the public to access.

Harris concludes his book with a series of newspaper articles written in The Natal
Witness between 2002 and 2004. In these articles, Harris discusses the "actualities"
of the current state of archives in South Africa, future scenarios for archivists, the
custody and preservation of archival records, and even an article on the pillaging of
Iraqi history. Although these works are short in nature, they are nevertheless equally
as compelling as Harris's more intellectual essays.

Archives and Justice is an illuminating professional autobiography of a sort, because
it relies so heavily on Harris's personal experiences and passions. Since the work does
not simply focus on South Africa but also conceives of new theories of appraisal and
archival practice, it is recommended reading for archivists just entering the profession
as well as traditional archivists who are flummoxed regarding the future of archives. For
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Harris, archives are not only about papers, diskettes, and photographs; they are about

memory, community, humanity, and heritage. Archives should be places for societal

intervention rather than custodial passivity. This neutrality is merely an illusion that

must be shattered in order to create a new path to the archives of the future.

Suzan Alteri
Archivist

Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
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The Field Guide to Sponsored Films. By Rick Prelinger. San Francisco: National Film
Preservation Foundation, 2006. $8.00 for shipping or free download of PDF file. 152
pp. Indexes. Soft cover.

When many of us think of motion pictures or moving images, even in the vintage
sense, our media-driven, preconditioned psyches gravitate to what we know best:
fictional theatrical feature films. Significant as those are to understanding our culture,
we tend to overlook other vital facets of American cinematic activity. Especially note-
worthy are the industrial and institutional films made or commissioned by corporations,
trade associations, state and local government units, advocacy groups, and charitable
organizations to explain their programs, highlight products, and promote causes. It
is estimated that over 300,000 of such films were made during the course of the past
century-more than any other single type of film-yet the genre is still largely absent
from the professional literature.

Broadly categorized as "sponsored films," these unique remnants of our celluloid
past have finally gotten some of the attention they deserve in the latest publication from
the National Film Preservation Foundation (NFPF), The Field Guide to Sponsored
Films. This annotated filmography of 452 films, spanning in date from 1897 to 1980
and notable for their historical, cultural, or artistic interest, provides a concise, cogent,
and even entertaining introduction to this relatively unexplored film genre.

At the heart of the sponsored film is the moving image's power to record, orient, and
persuade-a truism evident even in the earliest days of the fledgling motion picture
industry. Ephemeral by nature, these films lived out their short lives, often viewed only
by specific, or otherwise limited audiences, and then were consigned to obscurity, mere
outdated curiosities tucked away and never again used. Yet sponsored films survive
in great numbers. Moreover, their perceived value as cultural artifacts has increased
astronomically in the last few decades, since they teach us as much about the eras that
produced them as the diverse topics they represent.

How can we account for this newfound interest in sponsored films? In a scenario
that mimics the connection between the broadcast of the TV miniseries Roots to the
subsequent explosion of genealogical activity, we might tie it to the release of filmmakers
Jayne Loader, Kevin Rafferty, and Pierce Rafferty's brilliant 1982 documentary The
Atomic Cafe, made completely from vintage commercial and government footage. Or,
we could look at the formation and expansion of programs in material culture studies
on America's college campuses. Maybe it was fueled by institutions-ones that had
sponsored films-as they approached key anniversaries and desired to explore and
exploit their own histories. Possibly it was the explosion of cable television, which
opened new markets to film producers looking for inexpensive and readily available
documentary fodder. Perhaps it was increased attention to the resources themselves
(the films) on behalf of the repositories that housed them. Likely, it's been all of these,
and more. In any case, the planets have sufficiently aligned to shine a spotlight on the
sponsored film, and, in this writer's view, it is about time.

The Field Guide to SponsoredFilms is the creation of self-avowed "media archeolo-
gist" Rick Prelinger, Prelinger is uniquely qualified for this undertaking. In his career as
a filmmaker, teacher, writer, and film preservation activist, he has amassed a personal
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collection of more than 60,000 advertising, educational, industrial, and amateur films.

He worked to make nearly two thousand of them available on-line through the Internet

Archive (www.archive.org), and he mined their considerable content for several film

compilation projects, including Call It Home: The House That Private Enterprise

Built (The Voyager Company, 1992), Ephemeral Films, 1931-1960 (Voyager, 1994),

the 12-volume Our Secret Century series (The Voyager Company, 1995-1997), and

Panorama Ephemera (Prelinger Archives, 2004). The films are now housed at the

Library of Congress as the Prelinger Collection. For The Field Guide to Sponsored

Films, Prelinger assembled a team of film archivists, collectors, and scholars to provide

guidance on methodology, selection, and content. But it was Rick Prelinger's vision

and dogged dedication that made it a reality.
The Field Guide begins with a succinct but informative history of the sponsored

film. Prelinger deftly puts the genre in cultural and economic perspective. This alone

is worth the price of admission and is a must-read for any archivist who manages (or

is just interested in) moving images.1 The introduction goes on to explain how titles

were found and the methodology behind the selection of entries. The discovery process

relied on painstaking explorations of published and unpublished sources and reposi-

tory lists. But the greatest challenge to the Field Guide's compilers must have been

how to narrow down innumerable titles to a manageable sampling. Prelinger and his

team worked out a matrix of diverse criteria designed to present the broadest possible

representation, keeping overall potential interest and usefulness in mind. The results

sought to achieve a regional and topical balance, a variety of sponsoring organizations

and filmmakers, and a particular emphasis on examples of corporate or institutional

rhetoric and cinematic skill. Prelinger admits that the end result "is a snapshot rather

than a canon," but adds that he hopes it "will evolve as more about the film type be-

comes known" (p. xi). We hope so, too.
After the introduction, the Field Guide goes on to list the entries alphabetically. In

the tradition of the field guides of naturalists (thus the work's title and layout), the list

"describes examples discovered by patient observation and points out their identifying

characteristics" (p. vi). Each entry includes data on the physical aspects and produc-

tion of the film, a synopsis of content and purpose, any noteworthy extant information

on the film's distribution and reception, and (where available) repository information

and links to works viewable on-line. Rounding out the Field Guide are appendixes

providing cited sources and a listing of the entries by date, and indexes of subjects,

places, and corporate and personal names.
The value of the Field Guide to today's archivist is particularly noteworthy. Un-

like their Hollywood cousins, sponsored films are what we are likely to find in our

own collections-and according to several recent surveys, they are indeed present

(sometimes in significant numbers) in the holdings of historical societies, museums,

public libraries, college and university archives, corporate archives, and the like. It is a
truism in our profession that what was mainstream yesterday is today's fodder for the

archives and tomorrow's valued resource; had sponsored films not been so ephemeral

in nature and the media on which they were recorded not now obsolete, they might not

have found their ways into the safety of our repositories. But there they rest, and it is

in our best interests to understand the nature and value of the genre. The Field Guide
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goes a long way to make this happen, and therefore to help us to know what we have,
what to collect, and what to save.

The Field Guide to Sponsored Films is the latest in a growing number of unique
and valuable resources produced by the National Film Preservation Foundation. The
NFPF also published the SAA award-winning The Film Preservation Guide: The
Basics for Archives, Libraries, and Museums (2004), and created three landmark
DVD compilations of preserved American films. The Field Guide to Sponsored Films
is available in hard copy or as a PDF download from the NFPF's Web site, www
.filmpreservation.org.

Paul Eisloeffel
Curator of Visual and Audio Collections

Nebraska State Historical Society

NOTES
1. Another excellent resource on the topic is Anthony Slide's Before Video: A History of the Non-

Theatrical Film (New York: Greenwood Press, 1992), which is cited in the Field Guide.
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Understanding Archives and Manuscripts. Second edition. Archival Fundamentals

Series II. By James M. O'Toole and Richard J. Cox. Chicago: Society of American

Archivists, 2006. $49.00. $35.00 to SAA Members. 237 pp. Soft cover.

This updated volume of the SAA Fundamentals Series is intended to provide the

reader with an overview of archival functions, identify critical areas of study, speak to

challenges faced by the profession, and anticipate those to come. The authors accom-

plish this by presenting a concise history of archives and the methods for saving and

organizing information, as well as the knowledge, values, responsibilities, and duties

unique to the archival profession. The new fifth chapter in this second edition details

current challenges and predicts those that may well occur in the future.

"Archivists must know everything about the records created in business, and those we

create as a society." Beginning with these words, O'Toole and Cox urge the profession

to understand the diversity of potential uses for the records they collect by looking at

the big picture. They advise archivists to be proactive and begin visible partnerships

between disciplines and within the profession so that society as a whole may understand

which records are important and why.
The authors suggest that to begin such collaborations a common language must be

used, and archivists must recognize the vital importance that planning plays in the

success of a repository's mission. Professionals must be cognizant of the larger orga-

nization in which they work so that they can better communicate with members whose

skills are essential to the archivist but whose mission may not be the same. Finally,

each repository must be very specific about the scope of the documents it collects.

Using this input, archivists are able to adjust mission statements, priorities, and other

planning tools as a repository's focus evolves.
Collaboration is not new to the archival field. The National Union Catalog of Manu-

script Collections (NUCMC) was compiled in the 1950s using standardized information

collected from all types of repositories. For the first time ever, this type of data was

made available for the entire profession as well as the individual researcher. In order

to fully understand their repositories to ultimately understand how and why their

collections are used-readers of O'Toole and Cox are urged-to look at collections from

the researcher's point of view and consider this input. While researchers are encour-

aged to expect enhanced access to collections via Web-site publication, archivists must

balance the cost of providing this level of access with other fiscal priorities.

The authors suggest that the challenges the profession faces are many. New legislation

such as the Patriot Act and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOA) of 2002 limit the profes-

sional's ability to collect material at all. The Patriot Act works to effectively build a

secure wall around government records, while SOA advocates minimal documentation

in order to avoid potential litigation.
Further trials are described in the new chapter, entitled "Archivists and the Challenges

of New Worlds." While giving archivists high marks for their awareness of budgetary

concerns and the issues of professional status, the authors note that some challenges are

caused by technological discoveries. Postmodernism, the theory that archival records

change with regard to interpretation, must be considered one of these, as should the

development of the Internet. Technological advances have permanently accelerated
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the sense of time within which our society operates. Furthermore, due to the speed
at which new information is produced, archivists must be able to collect data as it is
created, not later when it reaches another stage in the records life cycle.

What was originally a bibliographical note in the first edition becomes a bibliographic
essay in the second. Described as a general overview of the archival literature, the essay
has been greatly expanded to include recent literature reflecting current thought and
practice, as well as classic works that provide an enduring body of knowledge about
the profession. O'Toole and Cox have included some pieces that are clearly contro-
versial, or exceptional, for their provocative nature. The overview, not intended to be
comprehensive, is divided into three categories, spans 46 pages, and provides a much
more detailed resource than the original five-page version.

Understandably, "Record-Making Technology" is the largest category in the biblio-
graphic essay. The authors feel it is especially important to study sound recordings,
photography, and moving images. Included are recent articles that attempt to explain
how technology has influenced the way records are created and kept-specifically, the
effect technology has had on our society, the perceptions of early Americans in regard
to records, and our ability to study government functions and how records are kept at
that level. Indeed, studies of the last one hundred years of the American office provide
a clear understanding of the relationship between the technology and the records that
are created as a result of it.

In the section "Recording, Keeping and Using Information," professional shortcom-
ings are detailed, such as the need to clarify to other professions how significant a role
the archivist plays in the electronic arena. The nature and characteristics of the current
information dilemma are debated. Archivists are further advised that the meaning of
the new digital format must be explored before digital documents can be placed in
their true historic context.

Urging the profession as a whole to become more proactive is not a new idea. O'Toole
and Cox note that the excitement of archives must be shared with current and potential
users, and that they must educate those who have no understanding of the profession.
Corporate wrongdoing exposed via national media coverage, such as through the Enron
and Arthur Miller debacles, are instances of archivists getting the word out. When
professionals speak out in this way, the message they send demands that records be
administered correctly, or the result could be devastating.

The authors also identify the devotion of more time to the planning function as crucial.
In order to keep pace with change, O'Toole and Cox provide tangible solutions that can
be carried out in repositories with any level of funding. They urge archivists to focus
more than ever on the integrity, authenticity, and reliability of records.

Finally, they task the profession with viewing archives as more than "symbolic re-
positories that help in the construction of public memory." Archival holdings, in their
opinion, are immediately valuable to all disciplines for scholarly research. The authors
state, "the sheer diversity of potential researchers demands that archivists be clear about
the messages they send, and the resources they make available to society." In my opin-
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ion, the authors have achieved the result they desired: a contemporary overview of the

profession that considers the future of information and its comprehensive effects.

Brecque Keith
University Archivist

Walter P. Reuther Library
Wayne State University
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Providing Reference Services for Archives & Manuscripts. Archival Fundamentals
Series II. By Mary Jo Pugh. Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2005. $49.00.
$35.00 to SAA Members. 368 pp. Appendixes. Soft cover.

Over the past three years the Society of American Archivists has released a seven-
volume series of newly revised texts covering the core areas of archival science.
Archival Fundamentals Series II represents an effort on the part of the best and
brightest minds in the field to produce foundational guides to modern archival theory
and practice. It supersedes the earlier series published in the 1990s and signifies the
archival community's response to the dramatic changes that have occurred in the field
over the course of the last decade, particularly the breakneck evolution of technology
and the continued professionalization of the discipline.

Mary Jo Pugh's Providing Reference Servicesfor Archives & Manuscripts constitutes
one volume in this seminal series. Pugh, a fellow of the Society of American Archivists
and a long-time practicing archivist who has served in several esteemed repositories,
possesses both impressive professional credentials and extensive practical experience.
Throughout the book she speaks with the wisdom and authority of someone who has
served on the front lines of reference service and who thoroughly understands both
the challenges and rewards of this type of work. Pugh describes reference as a "joy"
(p. 30) and her observations and recommendations clearly flow from a sincere love of
the job and a desire to pass along her passion for reference service to others in the field.
The pleasure she takes in performing archival reference is apparent on every page. In
the chapter entitled "Providing Information from Archives: Copies and Loans," she
describes copyright as "wonderfully complicated" (p. 228), an unexpectedly upbeat
description of an area of our profession so fraught with complexities that many of us
cringe at the mention of the topic. Her genuine enthusiasm will undoubtedly infuse
those encountering this book in an entry-level archives class with a sense of excitement
about the prospect of delving into archival reference work.

Pugh casts a wide net in her approach to the subject and goes far beyond simply
instructing readers how to answer patron inquiries. Apart from the expected chap-
ters on reference services in archives and the reference process, she tackles a host of
tangential topics, including the arrangement and description of collections, laws that
govern access to archival materials, and ethics. She is a strong advocate of the notion
that archives must be user-centric, and she demonstrates repeatedly how decisions made
at every point in the life cycle of a record will ultimately impact the way it is utilized
by patrons. She also hammers home the point that archives must continually prove
their worth to their parent institutions and to their constituents by providing access to
needed information. In an era characterized by tight budgets and a perception that the
Internet is making traditional repositories irrelevant, her emphasis on outreach and
the necessity of demonstrating the value of historic materials to those who fund and
support archives is exceedingly important.

The work includes a number of embellishments that increase its value as an infor-
mational resource. The text is peppered with helpful diagrams and photographs that
visually reinforce Pugh's written points. She also includes sample copies of commonly
used forms, such as a basic patron registration form and a standard call slip. This will
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prove to be enormously helpful to newly minted archivists who are in the position

of managing a repository for the first time. Moreover, she includes a lengthy notes

section and an extensive bibliographic essay surveying the professional literature

on topics covered in the book. Archivists seeking to expand their knowledge of the

subject matter beyond what is addressed in Pugh's monograph will find this superb

resource to be a gold mine of information. Fully one-fourth of the book is devoted to

this supplementary material.
While the stated audience of the series is all archivists, "general practitioners and

specialists alike" (p. xi), this particular work is fairly elementary, and seasoned archi-

vists will find that Pugh covers much familiar territory. For example, she opens with

a discussion of what records are and why repositories keep them in perpetuity. This

discourse is best suited to those preparing to enter the profession; practicing archivists,

presumably, already possess an understanding of this critical theoretical underpinning

of the profession. In a similar vein, her discussion of the particular motives and infor-

mational needs of genealogists, amateur historians, and hobbyists-all of which are

examined under the heading "avocational users" seems rather belabored for those

of us who already serve the public and have continual contact with these groups. The

usefulness of the text to those with professional archival training will be primarily as

a reference resource and as a springboard for further research.

Apart from this minor criticism, the book is in its totality, an exceptional resource

that is well written and comprehensive in scope. Since its release in 2005 it has become,

as intended, the standard guide to archival reference. Itis a notable and necessary ad-

dition to the professional literature.

Heather Block Lawton

Special Collections Librarian

Minneapolis Public Library/Minneapolis Athenaeum
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Planning New and Remodeled Archival Facilities. By Thomas P. Wilsted. Chicago:
Society of American Archivists, 2007. $49.00. $35.00 to SAA Members. 204 pp. Ap-
pendixes, bibliography, index, and illustrations. Soft cover.

Wilsted begins the first chapter of this excellent how-to book with a well-researched
review of archival facilities, ancient to modern. A number of high-quality books about
planning archival facilities, both in English and foreign languages, are discussed. The
chapter continues with a list of factors for future buildings that planners need to take
into consideration: the increasing demand for electronic information; the similar needs
and plans of archives, museums, and libraries; the need for flexible storage and multi-
purpose facilities; and the endeavor to construct the highest quality building possible
within their budget constraints. A list of additional reading is provided at the close of
the chapter, as well as endnotes and illustrations pertinent to the discussion.

All successive chapters of the book are based on this successful layout. Each chapter
is well written and easy to understand, with relevant illustrations, including photographs
of current facilities, construction work, building schematics, architectural renderings,
and drawings. Building and design phases and schedules are organized logically in
graphs or with bullets. Specialists and equipment are described and defined. Specifica-
tions for quality archival storage environments are given. Computations for estimating
future storage needs and various options for shelving capacity and configuration are
provided-all helpful information for planning a new building. Case studies are also
presented to supply a practical outlook for any theoretical discussion.

The book consists of eleven chapters, followed by four appendixes, a bibliography,
and an index. The chapters cover the wide range of issues and processes involved in
creating a new building with a state-of-the-art storage facility or renovating an exist-
ing building, including analyzing the site and structure; working with architects and
contractors; designing environmental, fire, and security controls; purchasing equip-
ment; and making the move. Wilsted also discusses adjusting to and caring for the
building after you move into it. Several chapters are especially helpful: Chapter four
provides advice on what to expect from and how to deal with architects and construc-
tion workers throughout the design and construction processes. Chapter eight, on
building renovation for archival use, discusses in-depth the pros and cons of renovat-
ing existing space and construction issues in existing buildings, specifically historic
buildings, and offers several case studies as well as a number of exciting before and
after photographs. Chapter eleven, on managing facilities on a daily basis, discusses
the adjustments staff may have to make when they move into a new facility, changes
in routine, locations, and so on. Preventative maintenance and archival housekeeping
schedules are also provided.

The four appendixes to the book are invaluable to planning a new facility or renova-
tion. One appendix is a list of new and remodeled archival facilities completed since
1990. The list includes the type of archives, location, type of construction, size of
building, construction cost, completion date, and contact information. This is great
information for anyone who needs to talk to someone who has just survived the event
you are about to endure. Additional appendixes include a glossary of building and
construction terms and acronyms; archival and library moving specialists; and building
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equipment suppliers and services. The last may not be as helpful since the builder will
likely use his or her regular suppliers. The six-page bibliography is comprehensive,
and the index provides both "see" and "see also" terms so you can easily locate topics
in the book.

The chapter dearest to my heart is chapter ten, on moving collections, furnishings,
and offices-the Clarke Historical Library did this in 1998. We moved into a smaller,
temporary space (a gym) for two and a half years. I was, quite literally, in charge
of moving everything. The year it took to prepare for the move into the temporary
space and the several months following the move were the most demanding, detail-
oriented, and exhausting of my life. Later, I planned the move into the new building.
The latter move was much easier than the first, because we left old shelving and most
of our furniture behind and moved into a larger space. The information in chapter ten
is completely accurate. Whoever ends up as the "move manager" should memorize
Wilsted's advice. The only thing he forgot to mention was that at the end of the move,
the "move manager" will want a hot bath, a massage, and solitude for at least a week.
I note that my institution is not included in the appendix of new buildings. An unfor-
tunate oversight, I'm sure.

The book will also be very helpful to anyone who must convince a board or super-
visor of the need for a new building, determine whether to update an old building or
build a new one, or establish the best archival storage for the available space. It is of
great help to those in charge of moving archives as well. I highly recommend the book
to anyone in these situations. It will help both archivists and interested nonarchivists
survive their building and moving experiences.

The author, Thomas Wilsted, has the credentials to write this book. Currently, he is
the director of the Thomas J. Dodd Research Center at the University of Connecticut.
He has taught SAA workshops on new and remodeled archival facilities. He is the
coauthor of Managing Archival and Manuscript Repositories, published by SAA in
1992, which won the Waldo Leland Gifford Prize and the MARC Arlene Custer Award.
Previously, Wilsted served as the associate director of the American Heritage Center
at the University of Wyoming, the director of the Salvation Army Archives, and as the
manuscripts librarian at the National Library of New Zealand. His high standard of
research is quite evident in this excellent book, which, I believe, will remain a standard
in our profession for years to come.

Marian Matyn
Archivist and Assistant Professor

Clarke Historical Library
Central Michigan University
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